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the expanding gospel
by HUGH W NIBLEY

the expression expanding gospel is not a contradiction
of terms even the roman catholic authorities concluded after
much thought that the proper business of theology and philoso-
phy is to expand men s knowledge of the gospel while leaving
the scriptures the sacred deposit and source of that knowledge
untouched by the addition or subtraction of so much as a
syllable thus men by the exercise of their intellects may add
to the gospel but god may not but this puts the thunder be-
fore the lightning where has god imposed any limits on his
own prerogative of imparting his word to man the scriptural
warnings against adding or subtracting aside from being
limited to specific individual books are addressed specifically
to men no man may add to the scriptures that imposes no
restriction on god but it is men who have expanded and
contracted the scope of the holy writ to conform to their broad
or narrow views of the gospel it is men who have selected
the books that make up the word of god and these men have
not been in agreement the debate has raged for centuries
about certain well known writings and still remains undecided 2

now we are faced by a new and important development A
sizable number of writings have recently been discovered claim-
ing apostolic or otherwise inspired authorship and enjoying
unprecedented antiquity what is to be done with them of
the author of some of the prophecies in the dead sea scrolls
father danieloujanielouDanielou writes

A revelation was made known to him that the messiah
was near now what is amazing is that this prophecy
was verified exactly thus between the great prophets of the
old testament and john the baptist he emerges as a new link

second annual faculty lecture brigham young university march 17
1965 dr nibley is professor of history and religion at brigham young uni-
versityversity

am1mM grabmanngrabemannGrabmann die geschichte der scholastischenScholast ischen methode graz akad
verlag 1957 1I 1371 37 0 chadwick from boissetbousset to newman cambridge
university press 1959 chapters iiiii iii

for a recent treatment of this much treated theme see 01 eissfeldt ein
leinungleitung in das alte testament tiiTiltubingenbingen J C B mohr 1964 ppap 292 9
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4 BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES

in the preparation for the advent of christ he is as michaud
writes one of the great figures of israel s prophetic tradition
it is amazing that he remained so unknown for so long now
that he is known the question arisesarises as to what we are going
to do about this knowledge why does not this message
then form part of inspired scripturescripture3scriptures3

this question says danieloujanielouDanielou now confronts equally the jewish
and the christian world how can they expand their gospel tc
include the words of a newly found prophet if the new dis-
coveriescoveries only contained exactly what was already known and
accepted there would be no objection to admitting them to the
canon but neither would they have any message for us save
to confirm what is already known but what makes the docu-
ments so exciting is that they follow along familiar grooves to
the end and then continue onward into new territory expanding
the confines of the gospel are we to assume that their writers
so strict and upright in their ways and so conscientious in their
teachings are saints as far as we can follow them only to be-
come deluded purveyors of fraud and falsehood the moment
they step beyond territory familiar to us

before reaching a decision on this important head our first
obligation is to inform ourselves as to what it is that these
writings teach over and above conventional jewish and chris-
tian doctrine what they teach that is seriously and as a
whole speculative flights and picturesque oddities can be ex-
pected in any sizable apocryphal writing and when such arearc
confined to one or two texts they can be ruled out as serious
doctrine but in working through the newly found documents
one soon becomes aware of certain themes that receive over-
whelmingwhelming emphasis and appear not in a few texts but in many
or most of them such deserve our serious attention among
the most conspicuous of these is the matter of a certain council
held in heaven at the foundation of the world where the
divine plan of salvation was presented and received with ac
clamations of joy joined to this we are presented almost in-
variably with some account of the opposition to that plan and
the results of that opposition around these two themes of the
plan and the opposition a great deal of the old apocryphal
writing revolves but it is in the very oldest records of the race
that we find some of the clearest statements of the doctrine

J danieloujanielouDani elou the dead sea scrolls and primitive christianity NY men-
tor omega 1957 p 81
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which in the oldest fragment of all actually goes under a
recognized label as the memphite theology

the antiquity of the material contained in the so called
shabaka stone of the british museum has been fully demon-
strated and is today not serseriouslyiouslybously questioned 4 the only puzzle
to scholars has been how anything so completely thought out
and sophisticated could turn up in what may well be the oldest
known text in existence there is nothing primitive in this
dramatic presentation which was to mark the founding of the
first dynasty of egypt it is divided into two parts a historical
and a theological the former explaining how the kingdom
came to be established and organized after its peculiar fashion
and the latter how and why the world itself was created the
beholder of the drama which was enacted by priests with the
king taking the leading role is never allowed to forget that
what is ritually done on earth is but the faithful reflection of
what was once done in heaven 5 since a number of scholars
today see an unbroken line of succession between the mem-
phite theology and the logos theology of john the shabaka
stone may not be out of place as the starting point in a study
of the expanding gospel 6 but quite aside from that it de-
serves mention as the earliest and one of the best descriptions
of the council in heaven

in the beginning we are told all the gods assembled
in the presence of ptahatah who made a division between horus
and seth and forbade them to quarrel giving each his assigned
portion 7 then for some reason he decided that his first born
horus should be his unique heir and solemnly announced to
the assembled gods pointing to horus 1 I have chosen thee to
be the first thee alone my inheritance shall be to this my heir
the son of my son the first born opener of the ways a son
born on the birthday of wepbep wawetgawet that is on the new year
the day of creation 8 thus instead of being two portions they

K sethe das denkmandenkmalDenkmal memphitimbermemphitischer theologiatheologieTheologie der schabakosteinschabakostemSchabakosteinkostem des
br museums band xlx1xa of unters zur gesch u altertumskunde aegyptens
leipzig 1928 ppap 151 5

in this as in the pyramid texts it is often impossible to tell whether a
given scene is laid in heaven on earth or in both places L speleers teatestextes des
cercueils brussels 1947 ppap xiv xlixalix

see for example L V zabkar in journal of near eastern studies XIII
1954 p 87 H jacobsohn die dogmatischedogma tische stellungstellingStel lung des kanihonigskonigss in der

theologiatheologietbeologieTheologie der alten aegypter hamburg NY 1939 R anthes inin JNESINES
XVIII 1959 ppap 169212169 212

shabaka stone lines 787 8 in sethe ppap 232623 26
linesslines loc 18b in sethe ppap 273227 32
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were both united under horus while the controversy with seth
was patched up for the duration of the festival 9 the entire
middle portion of the shabaka text is obliterated but from
countless other egyptian sources we know that the conflict
between horus and seth never ceased on this earth the combat
and victory of horus being ritually repeated at every corona-
tion 10 after rites dealing with a baptism resurrection and the
building of the temple at memphis the texts break off com-
pletely to resume with a catalogue of ptahatah s titles as he who
sitteth upon the great throne heavenly father who begot atumadum
heavenly mother who bore atumadum the great one the mind and
mouth heart and tongue of the council of the gods the en-
nead 11 in the heart of ptahatah was conceived the image
form likeness of atumadum on the tongue by the word was the

image of atumadum great and mighty is ptahatah through whose
mind and word all the spirits were brought forth 12 and
through the mind and word of god all physical mem-
bers were invested with power according to the doctrine
that he god is as that which is in every body ie the
heart and in every mouth ie the tongue of every god
of every human of every animal of every creeping thing
of whatsoever possessed life for whatever is thought and
whatever is uttered is according to his will the council
of the gods brought forth the seeing of the eyes the hear-
ing of the ears the breathing of the nose that these might
convey information to the heart which in turn became aware
of things to which awareness the tongue gives expression
giving utterance to the mind in such a way were all the
gods brought forth atumadum and the council of the nine
but the word of god was first that which was conceived
in his mind and then what was commanded by his tongue
in such a way were the spirits brought forth and the hmswt
spirits elected for the provision of all nourishment and
food according to the mind and word of god 13 the best

lines 13c l4c14clac the case was ritually retried at every coronation in the so
called justification of osiris before the priestly court at heliopolis see R
anthes in journal of near eastern studies 13 1954 ppap 19lf191f

sethe op cit pt 2 ramesseumpapyrus ppap 959695 96 cf the vertoryvirtoryviviory over
seth papyrus louvre 3129 br mus 10252 13

shabaka stone lines 48 52a in sethe ppap 465046 50
lines 53f in sethe ppap 505650 56 on the nature of ptahatah as father begetter

opener etc M S holmberg the god ptag lund gleerupgieerup 1946 ppap 258-
271

13shabaka stone lines 565756 57 in sethe ppap 596459 64
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interpretation of hmswthniswt spirits following sethe s long dis-
cussion of the word would seem to be spirits chosen for
specially high callings in particular to have progeny 14 the
spirits having been thus created and a physical basis for
life supplied a law was laid down that he who does what
is good lovable desirable shall be given life to be inin a state
of peace or salvation while he who does evil that which isis
hateful shall be given death to be in a state of punishment
or condemnation all the works of men all the arts and

crafts the labors of the arms and the goings of the legs the
motion of all the members are subject to this law conceived inin
the mind and declared by the tongue of god which law shall
be the measure y1makhyzmakhyzmaghmakh of all things 1 all this was done and
nourishment and food and all other good things provided by
god alone and he saw that his work was good 16 and thus
it was that all the gods and all the spirits assembled before the
throne of god the source of all life and joy 17 the king repre-
senting osiris who is the dead king his own predecessor goes
through the secret gates in the splendor of the lord of eternity
in the footsteps of re of the great throne to enter the courts
on high and become united with the gods and with ptahatah the
ancient of days lord of years in the concluding scene the
earthly king publicly embraces his son and heir declaring his
calling and succession even as the god did in the beginning 18

that the picture actually goes back to menes the founder of
the first dynasty is confirmed right at the beginning of the
pyramid texts in a writing for teti the second king of the
dynasty and immediate successor of menes spoken by the
great heavens in the midst of the lower hall of geb ieie the
temple of memphis as the earthly counterpart of the heavenly
court this is teti my beloved son who sits upon the throne
of geb the principle of patriarchal succession who is well
pleased with him he hath declared him to be his heir in the
presence of the great assembly of all the gods every god hath
acclaimed him joyfully with upraised hands saying worthy is

teti with whom his father geb is well pleasedpleased1919 in the
sethe ppap 626462 64
lines 57f sethe p 65 renders imakhimaki as der die bedeutung aller dinge

macht
lines 58ff sethe ppap 666866 68 notes that the passage vividly recalls the

biblical creation story
line 61 sethe ppap 707270 72
lines 63fl65fl sethe ppap 737773 77
pyramid texts no 3 we here translate the entire text
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coffin texts the theme is carried on as ptahatah summons the great
assembly they who share the secrets gives them formal
greeting and introduces his son and heir to them who acclaim
him as prince of peace and righteousness shouting for joy 20

the earthly rites reflect the heavenly and the king or noble
announces in his coffin text 1 I am in the human assembly what
he is inin heaven I1 am the seed of atumadum the issue of him who
gave the names in the day when atumadum discussed it with the

12121gods

the great babylonian creation text the enumaeduma elish begins
and ends with the great assembly inin heaven As once above it
starts out when the heavens had not yet received their name
and the earth below was not known the creator he of vavastst
intelligence omniscient omnipotent presided over a great
assembly among his brethren the gods 112222 since the purpose of
this versionversion of the hymn is to exalt mardukgarduk of babylon he takes
over the principal functions of creating man and settling the
score with the adversary the most conciseconcise statement is on tab-
let VI then mardukgarduk resolved upon a wondrous work he
opened his mouth and addressed ea his father and told him
of what he had conceived in his heart J1 I wish to bring blood
and bone together and to organize them into a human being
whose name shall be man let it be his duty to serve the gods
and satisfy them to provide satisfaction however was be-
yond the power of man and mardukgardukMarduk in order that there be
satisfaction proposed a plan to the gods let one of their
race be put to death that humanity might be let one of the
assembled gods be delivered up as a guilty one that they might
subsist 23 but kingu opposed the plan it was he who made

2aaaA de buck the coffin texts 1I lllffillffileff spell 33 cf II11 6faf spell 76
242624 26 spell 79 etc

ibid 1I 167 spell 39 on the possible identity of aturnatumaburn with adam
see E lefefurelef6furelefebureLefelegefure in btbliothequebibliothque egyptologique XXXV 1913 ppap 162116 21

ar2rR labat le poemeboeme BaBaby lonienblonien de la creation paris maisonneuve
1935 ppap 76f the same situation a great earthly assembly representing the
divine council at the creation of the world is described in early sumerian texts
supplied by E chiera sumerian religious texts crozer theol seminary
babylonian publ vol 1I 1924 ppap 293029 30 for an old babylonian parallel W
G lambert babylonian wisdom literature oxford 1960 p 163 hittite
ritual texts contain obvious allusion to an assembly of the gods for the pur-
pose of fixing the fates the scene is laid in heaven but the inference that
such a gathering of gods was actually enacted in ritual form as in the baby-
lonian festival can hardly be evaded 0 gurney in S hooke ed ritual
and kingship oxford 1958 p 108

labat ppap 1435143 5 tab VI lines 2162 16 we have not given the lines here
in strict sequence the whole text is full of repetition and contamination
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tiamatniamat rebel and caused the war but he was defeated and cast
down by mardukgarduk and the great assembly gave all the power of
heaven and earth to anu and through himhilm to mardukgarduk for
carrying out the execution of the plan 221 throughout the earthly
rites are a ritual repetition of what was done in the opening
words and title of the hymn once above edumaenuma eleshelzsjellshetzelzsJ and
the affair ends with the admonition that the rites be repeated
at the same place from year to year forever let them rehearse
throughout the ages to come at this spot what god has done
that they may never forget it for this isis the earthly image
of that which is done in the heavens great planner full
of loving kindness may he forgive their sinssins and deliver them
by his grace let us praise his name they who have taken
their places in the assembly to declare his names in the holy
place let them all together proclaim his name 2 though the
texts are full of repetitions contamination overlapping of dif-
ferent versions coming from different times and places the
main themes of the council and the plan recur consistently 2

we know today that the religion of israel cannot be studied
in isolation from that of its neighbors and for many years the
experts have recognized affinities between the documents just
cited and certain biblical texts we have referred to them here
however primarily to forestall the claim commonly made that
the doctrines we are considering are of late even gnostic
origin the newly discovered jewish and christian apocrypha
have so much to say about the council in heaven and the plan
laid down at the foundation of the world that every student
should be aware of the very great antiquity and wide ramifica-
tions of the idea according to ben sirach the great assemblies
of israel were the ritual repetition not merely of the gathering
at the foot of sinai but specifically of the great assembly at
the creation of the world when god set before them the
human race to be a covenant the law of life and showed
them his judgments their eyes beheld his glorious majesty
and their ears heard his voice 27 according to 11II baruch the
whole plan of the history of the world was set forth in detail

stab2tabtab VI 29f the authority is bestowed in tab IV
tab25tab VI 105168105 168 from which we have selected typical expressions

2theathethe mixed and derivative nature of the text is clear from the declaration in
tablet VI 121f12 if VII 140144140 144 that for us whatever name we call him by he
is indeed our god though we have called him by fifty names

2 ben sirach 1711131711 13
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11 when the mighty one took counsel to create the world as2s

according to the book of enoch inin the beginning the head of
days his head like white wool sat with the son of man beside
him upon the throne of his glory and the books of the living
were opened before him the books of the living being the
register of names of those who were to live upon the earth 292

then the calling or mission of the son and the plan both of
which had been kept secret until then were revealed to the
elect 0 30o it isis not too much to say that the dominant theme of
the thanksgiving hymns of the dead sea scrolls is an ecstatic
contemplation of the wonder of man s participation inin heavenly
affairs going back to the beginning consider a few lines fromfroraror
hymn VI or F

thou hast caused me to mount up to an eternal height and to
walk inin an inconceivable exaltation and I1 know that there
isis a hope for everyone whom thou didst form of dust inin the
presence of the eternal assembly and that the sinful spirit
whom thou hast purified of great sinsin may be counted with the
host of the saints and enter the society of the congregation of
the sons of heaven thou didst appoint unto man an eternal
share with the spirits that know to praise thy name inin joyful
unisonunison with them and to recount thy wondrous works inin the
presence thereof 31

the whole point of this is that man actually belongs by prior
appointment to that community of the elect who share inin the
knowledge of the plan and who shouted for joy at the founda-
tion of the world in the preceding hymn god isis hailed as

prince of the gods and king of the venerable ones and we
must remind ourselves that this isis neither a gnostic nor a pagan
production 12 the baffling tenth and eleventh pages of the
manual of discipline come to life inin the light of this imagery
to refer their message to prayers at variousvarious times of day makes
good sense sincesince as we have noted earthly rites are but the
reflection of heavenly events but if we leave it there much isis

left unexplained he has placed them as an eternal treasure
and established for them a share with the saints and has joined
their society to the family of the sons of heaven the council

11 II11 baruch 563
11 I enoch 441 if 473 on the nature of the book of the living
ibid 627
DST VIv1va F p iiihi 19fl

2 this rendering isis that of A dupont sommer the bealddeaddeald sea scrolls NY
macmillan 1956 p 77
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of the church and the assembly of the temple an establish-
ment lit planting which reaches forever into the future
and the past 33 the word which we have translated as share
above is usually rendered as lot it occurs seventy six times
in the old testament but it is not the gift of chance but is
rather one s lot in the sense of having been appointed by
god ahead of time if we turn back to the opening lines of
the preceding section of the hymn p x we may see in
prayers at dawn a conscious counterpart of the celestial drama
we are told of god s blessing at the times which he fixed at
the beginning of the rule of light along with his cycles and
in the assembly at the place appointed by him when the watch-
ers of darkness also began the watchers as is well known
were fallen angels here the equivalent of those who first op-
posed the rule of light at that time the text continues god
11 opens his treasury and shows his plan the treasury isis re-
ferred to many times in the apocrypha especially in the hodiyot
scroll as that knowledge which was with god in the begin-
ning and which he imparted to his elect 34 the last word of
the phrase is in code a plain indication that the text does in-
deed have a double meaning as it goes on to tell us in terms of
lamps in a shrine of the shining ones being received in the
mansion of glory we are even told that the great light of the
holy of holies here actually signifies something else 35

this interpretation is borne out at the beginning of the
clementine recognitions a work having the closest affinities
to the dead sea scrolls in which peter tells of the plan
vejdefinidefiniziodejmitiodefinitiodejmitioriotio of god which he announced prompromisitpromiseisit as his own
will and desire in the presence of the first angels and which
he established as an eternal law for all 36 this is from a very
early and strongly anti gnostic work but the gnosticsagnostics have pre-
served the teaching and given it a characteristic gnostic twist
my father the joyful glorious light says the psalm of

DSD11dsd XI 797 9
methe treasures of wisdom are kept beneath god s throne on high II11

baruch 5413 this is the treasury of life on which all the heavenly hosts
depend psalms of thomas 2039 from this chest god took the elements in
the presence of the hosts when the creation of the world was being discussed
nidibidaidlerfnis 203 llffalff it is the treasure chamber of the light od solomon 1616
ben sirach 3917 from it the worthy take the riches of knowledge DSD X 2

thanksgivingthankigivingThankihanksgiving hymn X 23f 29 cf C schmidt das 212 buch jeufeuiealeateu in texteteate u
untersuchungen VIIIvili p 193 and J leipoldt ed religionsgeschichte des
orients in der zeltzeitzelfzeir weltreligionenwelfreligionen leiden brill 1961 ppap 86 109f

DSD X 131 3

clementine recognitions 1I 24
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thomas summoned all the aeonsafons of peace the first angels
have here become mere abstractionsabstractionsi all his sons and all the
angels and established them that they might rejoice in his great-
ness ie share itit37 all bowed the knee before him and
sang his praises together hailing him as the illuminator of the
worlds 38 the newly discovered creation apocryphon another

gnostic interpretation tells us that this earth is the result of
a discussion in heaven on that day began the discussion in
which gods angels and men participated and the decisions
of the discussion were then carried out by gods angels and
men but the prince jaltabaoth did not understandtheunderstand the power of
faith and so was denied the authority over matter which
the others shared 39 the power of faith it will be recalled was
the power by which the worlds were created

the unimpeachable orthodox pastor of hermas is quite as
specific behold god constructing the world in accordance
with the great council in some mssass the most honored coun-
cil creating the beautiful world and turning it over to
his chosen ones that he might carry out his promise to them
which he gave in the midst of great glory and rejoicing that is
if they keep his laws legitimalegitima which they accepted in great
faith 40 the mandaean version is interesting because it calls
the creator ptahatah il combining the archaic egyptian and semitic
names 41 and while giving the familiar account of the great
council adds the important detail that three messengers were
sent down to supervise the work and to instruct adam these
three being glorious angels who were later to live upon the
earth as ordinary mortals and prophets 41

so far we have only mentioned the bare fact of an assembly
in the presence of god at the foundation of the world but even
so it has not been possible to do so without giving some indica-
tion of what the business of the meeting was namely the
agreement upon the great plan which is to be the measure
of all things for those who live upon the earth recently J
fichtner has pointed out that the preoccupation with yahweh s

plan is the very core and center of isaiah s thinking and

Ps of thomas 203 iff
ibid 813
creation apocryphon 148 17 rendered by H M schenke vom ur-

sprung der welt in theologischeTheolo gische literaturzeitung 1959 nr 4 p 249
pastor of hermas vis I1 iii
G widengrenwidergrenWidengren in J leipoldt p 86
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scholars are now noting that the presence of a heavenly council
from the beginning has been part and parcel of jewish thought
from the earliest times 42 in fact it was concentration on god s

preexistentpre existent plan seligmann avers which freed the jews from
the danger of falling into the naturalistic fatalism that en-
gulfed the religions ofoftheirtheir neghborsneihbors 43 before the creation
according to 4 ezra even then I1 god had these things in
mind even to the end thereof 44 and at the creation itself
11 when the most high made the world and adam he first of
all prepared the judgment and the things which pertain to the
judgment 44 where there is a purpose there is a plan where
there is neither there is only chaos and chance leading to the
11 naturalistic fatalism of the pagans and the philosophers god
knew enoch tells us before the world was created what is
forever and what will be from generation to generation 45 or
in the words of ben sirach when god created his works in the
beginning after making them he assigned them their portions
he set in order his works for all time and their authority unto
their generations and after this god filled the earth with good
things and then finally created man and gave him a fixed
number of days and gave him authority over all the earth 46

when the plan isis discussed we usually hear of a definite
time schedule as part of it with set ages dispensations and
ends carefully worked out and determined ahead of time along
with a definite and fixed number of spirits appointed to go to
the earth in each of those dispensations the so called manual
of discipline has a positive obsession with times and periods as
part of god s plan from god is the knowledge of all that
is and all that will be and before they existed he established
their whole plan makhshevtam and when they exist upon
the earth he prescribes the conditions of their existence accord-
ing to his glorious plan 47 since god created man according to
his own plan or purpose says a thanksgiving

C C
hymn

before thou didst create them thou didst know all their
doings from eternity to eternity 48 this writer often reminds

tat2J fichtner in zeitschriftzeitschrift f aluestamentlichealttestamenllsche wissenschaftWissen schaft 63 1951
166616 66

C seligmann in kernmomente ppap 545654 56
IV ezra 770

1I enoch 3911
ben sirach 1626291626 29 17lf171f
DSD III111 15
DST 1I 7137 13 the whole passage is relevant
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us that man was allowed to share in the plan in the wisdom
of thy knowledge thou didst establish their knowledge before
they existed and without thy knowing nothing was done 48

the battle scroll reminds us that both blessing and cursing are
but the faithful working out of god s plan that a definite day

has been appointed for the overthrow and humbling of the
rule of wickedness and that the saints should never despair in
their time of probation until god gives the sign that he has
completed his test 49 the zadokite documents teach that the
wicked on this earth were those who were not chosen and
called up in the pre existence thus rabin translates a key pas-
sage on the subject

for god has not chosen them from of old from the days
of eternity and before they were established he knew
their works and abhorred the generations when they arose
and he hid his face from the land from their arising or
and from israel until their being consumed and he knows

or knew the years of their existence and the number or
set times and exact epochs of all them that come into being
inin eternity or in the worlds and past events even unto
that which will befall in the epochs of all the years of eternity

or the world and in all of them he raised for himself
men called by name inin order to leave a remnant for the

land and to fill the face of the universeuniverse of their seed and to
make or and he made known to them by the hand of his
anointed ones his holy spirit and shew them or demon-
stration of truth and with exactitude he set out their
names but those whom he hated he caused to stray 5010

rabin has taken liberties with the next to last sentence which
as many have pointed out states as clearly as possible that god
has made known the truth to chosen spirits called up in the
pre existence through the holy ghost bestowed by the hand
of his messiah 51

almost always when the plan isis mentioned something isis said
about its glad reception when the morning stars sang to

DST 1779177 9 in gaster s translation p 304504 the main purpose of the
battle scroll is to give courage to the sons of light liablefiablediable to despair because
of their defeats by telling them that this sequence of defeats and victories has
been determined from time immemorial Y yadinbadin the scroll of the war of
the sons of light against the sons of darkness oxford univ 1962 p 8

C rabin the zadokite documents oxford 1954 p 6 citing CDC
ii 7ffaff

duponecupone sommer op cit p 65 points out that inin this passage we are
dealing with three great divine entities to escape such a conclusion rabin
loc cit puts messiah in the plural and then explains inin a footnote that such
a plural form may refer to prophets
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gether and all the sons of god shouted for joy the great
year rites common to all ancient societies are a rehearsal of the
creation usually presented inin dramatic form invariably the rites
end with a great and joyful acclamation 12 thus the concluding
lines of the shabaka stone with which we began our story
so all the gods and all the spirits came together to hailhallhali god

upon his throne and they rejoiced before him inin his temple
the source of all good things 215115213 and the mesopotamian enumaeduma
elish ends with an exhortation to all men to come to this place
and rejoice and celebrate the festival hailing god for his
wonderful deeds and his loving kindness even as was done
11 once above 4 in the asmavedha the oldest recorded rites of
india the king isis joyfully hailed at the creation as the morning
star a title that often occurs in this connection 55 this isis a
reminder that the question put to job where wast thou when
I1 laid the foundations of the earth when the morning stars
sang together and all the sons of god shouted for joy was
not a rhetorical question at all for job isis expected to give the
right answer answer for thou knowestknowest this isis confirmed
inin the testament of job where that prophet says the lord
spake with me inin power and showed me the past and future 56

the same writing recommends study of the hymns of job s

daughter designating them as inspired poems the word
it poemamoema meaning literally creation owes its prominence as
walter otto has shown to the circumstance that the first poets
were all inspired people who sang one and the same song
namely the song of the creation that was the standard ritual
hymn at all the ancient cult centers where the muses were
housed and the royal year rites rehearsed and performed 57

the whole purpose of the book of jubileesJubilees isis to show that
the great rites of israel centering about the temple and the
throne actually originated with the celebration inin heaven on
the day of creation is all who were present on that occasionoccasion

we have described the situation inin western political quaffQuartquarterlyepileily 4 19195151
ppap 226ff and classical journal XL 1946 52lff521ff

line 61 inin sethe ppap 707270 72
enumaeduma elish tab VIIvil 32f 146 150 VI 728172 81 108113108 113
W neisser inin american oriental soc jaljnlnl XLV 1925 287
text inin jewish quart rev XIIIyiliyill 1900 112

17w3 W F otto die musen und der gottlichergottlichegjttlichegottsort liche ursprung des singenfsingenssengens und dagenssagens
dilsseldorfdusseldorfkolnk61n E diederichDiedledench 1955

see the discussion by R H charles the book of juhileesjubileesJubil fesees london 1902
ppap li11111iiiinlii
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according to I1 enoch took an oath to abide by the proposed
order and then burst forth into a mighty spontaneous shout of
joy 59 like job the psalmist of the thanksgiving hymns is
frightfully downcast until he is reminded that the humble bless
thee while the sons of heaven jubilate inin eternal glory 60

thou hast placed the lot of man eternally with the eternal
spirits to shout for joy and to tell thy wonders 61 the
thing to notice here is that man shares fully in these heavenly
jubilations the poet is simply intoxicated with the assurance
that man a mere speck of west dust is allowed not only to
know about the secret councils of the beginning but actually
to share inin them not only as a participant but as one of the
directors the words marvellousmarcellousmarvellous knowledge treasures secrets
counsel intelligence understanding etc occur inin constant and
varied association in the scrolls mere man is to be raised up
to join the heavenly hosts and be among those who know
in the great choir of jubilation 61 who is man that god gives
him intelligence to share in such marvels and lets him know
his true secretssecrets6262 thou hast given to thy children a rich
portion of the knowledge of thy truth and to the degree of
a man s knowledge will he be glorified 63

this equating of knowledge with glory may lie at the root
of the unique jewish reverence for things of the mind en-
dowed with intelligence 0 lord I1 have known thee I1
have learned sure and certain things regarding thy marvellousmarcellousmarvellous
secrets thanks to thy holy spirit 64 and in the wisdom
of thy knowledge didst thou establish their knowledge before
they existed 6 the same thoughts preoccupy the author of the
manual of discipline who also asks who is man that
he should take his place before thy face how can the clay
and the potter sit together oror who understands thy wonderful
plan of godgod66 and he supplies the answer for eternal
glory he has chosen me and for that he teaches me at11176t the
way of light itself isis the spirit of the understanding of all
the plan without thee nothing came into existence and

1I enochenach 61610616 10 6925276925 27
DSTCODST XI 25 61
DST III111 222422 24

12 DST X 4faf
DST X 28
DST XII 111211 12
DST 1I 19
DSD XI 202220 22

6-1 DSD X 12
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he instructed me inin all knowledge even the battle scroll
recurs to the theme thou hast engraven them speaking of
the elect of israel on the tablets of life for kingship in
all the promised ages of the eternities 8 hence if it should
happen that the hosts of israel are defeated in battle one seeks
the explanation where job found it in the economy of heaven
the ultimate victory of the earthly hosts is assured by their
close cooperation with the heavenly hosts of which they are
but a local extension the rule of michael will be exalted
among the angels and the dominion of israel among all flesh
righteousness shall flourish in heaven while all those who
embrace god s truth on earth shall have joy in the know-
ledge of eternal things so sons of the covenant of god be
of good courage in the trial which god visits upon you 69i

this was the answer that job received

the oft recurring statement that nothing exists whatever
except in the will and plan of god has led scholars to see a
connection not only of the dead sea scrolls but of the shabakoshabago
stone itself with the gospel of john 70 the suggestion of rich-
ard L anderson that the logos in john may sometimes be
translated council deserves closer consideration in the
beginning was the logos council discussion and the logos
was in the presence of god and god was the logos this was
in the beginning in his presence everything was done deter-
mined by it and without it not a single thing was created
recently C N dahl has shown that the early christian con-
ceived of salvation 11 as a counterpart to the beginnings of the
world As a divine act of creation conforming to the crea-
tion of the world eschatology and creation can be linked up
with one another even in this way 71 eschatology that is
cannot be understood without protology dahl uses the word
or an understanding of what took place in the beginning before
the foundation of the world the words of the early christian
barnabas might have been taken right out of the dead sea
scrolls praise the lord who put wisdom and intelligence

nous in us for the understanding of his secrets who under-
stands the plan parabolenparabolen project of the lord save the wise

DSW XII 3 see above note 49
Y yadinbadin ppap 8 12 15 237242237 242
see above note 6

in N davies and D daube eschatological background of the new testa-
ment cambridge univ press 1956 p 424
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one who knows and loves his lordlord72112117722weawewe have seen in the
pastor of hermashennas that god s plan was promised in the midst
of great glory and rejoicing 1773 the theme is as conspicuous in
the earliest christian writings as in the jewish but after the
fourth century the doctors of both religions rejected it com-
pletelypletely 7471

the early christian apocrypha are especially concerned with
the opposition to the plan which was also initiated at the
foundation of the world the combat between the powers of
light and darkness enjoys a very conspicuous place in ritual
being one of the essential episodes of the worldwideworld wide creation
drama of ancient times 7571 in the scroll entitled the war be-
tween the sons of light and the sons of darkness we have
ample illustration of the ritual and doctrinal concern of the
jews for this motif and the quotations just cited from that
work show that the embattled hosts on earth were but a local
version of the war in heaven 7671 satan who opposed the plan
led a rebellion and was cast out of heaven with his followers
to become an unwilling agent in the carrying out of the plan
upon the earth the name mephistopheles der stets das
bose will und stets das gute schafft denotes the ultimate
frustration of the evil one who with the worst intent in the
world can only contribute to the exaltation of man by pro-
viding the opposition necessary for testing him in the time of
probation upon the earth 77 in the early christian apocrypha
satan s rebellion in heaven begins not with a refusal to worship
god but with his refusal to bow down to adam 1 I have no
need to worship adam he says in one early writing I1

will not worship an inferior and younger being I1 am his senior
in the creation before he was made I1 was already made it is
rather his duty to worship me when the angels who were
under me heard this they refused to worship him also and
so the revolt was on 7871 now the prince says the recently
discovered bodmer papyrus X not being righteous wanted
to be god he had his own counter plan to propose and the

ep barnab c 6
boveabove note 40

therehere is a note on this in migne patrol graeca 1I 1222f note 20
S hooke ed myth ritual and kingship p 8

6discussed by yadinyad1ncadin ppap 229242229 242
ibid p 232 the lord placed belial to carry out his specific task

this doctrine of the DSS being in complete agreement with the statements about
belial or beliar in the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha ibid p 233

lives of adam and eve l42f142f 15
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apostates of the church actually accept the plan of the serpent
whenever they reject god s plan 779 the two plans represent the
two ways that confront us in life the devil himself having a
definite mission on earth if I1 am a fisherman of men says
the lord in the gospel of the XII apostles a writing which
origen says is older than the gospel of luke 80 11 the devil is
also a fisherman who catches many in his nets if I1 have
come to take for my kingdom those who are mine why should
not he do the samesame8181 0 adam cries the evil one upon
meeting him out in the dreary world after the fall 1 I was cast
forth from my glory because of thee and behold I1 have caused
thee to be expelled from paradise because thou didst cause
me to become a stranger to my home in heaven know thou that
I1 shall never cease to contend against thee and all those who
shall come after thee until I1 have taken them all down into
amente with memesmeame882

the contrast and choice between the way of light and the
way of darkness is made possible by satan s presence upon
the earth horus has two heads says the famous seventeenth
chapter of the book of the dead the one isis truth the other
is sin he gives truth to whoever brings truth to him and sin
he gives to whoever sinssins 83 the concept of this world as a
double sphere of light and darkness good and evil war and
peace meets us in the earliest meaningful human documents
the prehistoric palette seals standards reliefs on temples
and designs on clay vessels on these we find in dramatic
opposition to the happy and orderly banquet scenes rural charm
and religious processionsprofessionsprocessions opposing scenes of conflict rapine
and military aggression 84 the contrast is shown on the shield
of achilles in the eighteenth book of the iliad and hesiodhesion
in the eighth century BC reminds his wayward brother that
two ways are always open to man 0 perses the better road
of the two is that of righteousness the hard and narrow one 86

evil upon the earth is not a dreadful mistake as st augustine

papyrus bodmer X 5412
see E revilloutRevil lout s discussion in pattPatrpairpatrologicpatrologzapatrologiaologia orientaliaorientalisOrien talis 212692126 9
ibid 2154
timothy of alexandria discourse on the sabbatonabbatonAb baton fol 21a2 la in E A W

budge coptic martyrdomsMartyr doms brit mus 1914 ppap 240f
fl grapowgrabow das 17 capitelkapitel des totenbuchesToten buches berlin 1912 p 43
A moortgat tammuz berlin de gruyter 1949 treats the theme at

length
iliad 18 490ff490rf

hesionhesiodHes iod works and days 11 2l4ff214ff cf liff
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thought 8717 for as the zohar says if god had not given men
a double inclination to both good and bad he would have been
incapable either of virtue or of vice but as it is he is endowed
with a capacity for both 88 all things have their opposites
says the old and mysterious sefer yeshirayeshivaYeshira good and bad it is
the good which is the foil and proof of the bad and vice
versa 89 hence in this world we may live either by the law
of the lord or the law of belial according to the testament
of naphthali90naphthaliNaphthanaphthalinli and though the testament of abraham announces
the alarming news that for seven thousand who walk the road
of perdition there is hardly one soul that takes the path of
righteousness to find salvationsalvation9191 the presence of the two
ways is a blessing giving man a freedom of choice and oppor-
tunity for exaltation that makes him envied of the angels
happy is the man says ben sirach who could have fallen

away and did not fall away who could have inflicted injury
but did not do so poured out before thee are fire and
water stretch forth thy hand and take thy choice life and
death are before man and that which he desirethdes ireth shall be given
him 11202 this state of things according to fourth ezra was
established when the most high made the world and adam
and is the condition of the contest which every man who is

born upon the earth must wage the manual of discipline
takes up the theme with zeal to these two ways all the
children of men are born and to these two divisions they are
heirs every one of them each in his generation and in his time
every man shares more or less inin both of them 94 the whole
human race all kinds of their spirits and their natures are
put to the same test each in his own dispensation until the
final appointed end time the real issue is never lost from
sight for satan himself remainsremains actively engaged all man s

afflictions and tribulations are in the dominion of mastemamartema
the devil as a deceiver of men and everything that makes the

8 misera necessitas non posse non peccandipec candi this belbeibeingng the exact
opposite of the early christian teachteachingng that men s freedom to choose their own
way makes them envied by the angels irenaeus contra haereseshae reses IV 37 1

zohar 1I 23
sefer yeshirayeshiva VI 2faf
test naphthaliNaphthanaphthalinli c 2

testament of abraham cited by K kohler in jew quaitquart refrev VII
1895 586

ben sirach 1514171514 17 31810318 10

IV ezra 7127
DSD IV 15
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children of light to stumble is due to the operations of the
angels of the devil while on the other hand the god of
israel and his true angels will help every son of light for he
created both the spirits of the light and of darkness and
according to them he will determine all the deeds of their life

for a judgment that will last for all the eternities 11159 the
main idea of the plan which god laid down in the presence
of the first angels for an eternal universal law according to
the clementine recognitions is that there shall be two king-
doms placed upon the earth to stay there until judgment day

and when the world was prepared for man it was so devised
that he would be free to exercise his own will to turn to
good things if he wanted themorchemor if not to turn to bad things 9

in the dead sea scrolls and the earliest christian writings this
is expressly designated as the ancient law of liberty 9 7

the didache one of the oldest christian writings known
discovered in 18731875 begins with the words there are two

roads one of life and the other of death and there is a great
difference between the two which difference it then proceeds
to describe 98 all the other apostolic fathers so called are con-
cerned with this doctrine but one of the most striking exposi-
tions is in the newly found gospel of philip a strongly anti
gnostic work light and darkness life and death right and
left are brothers to one another it is not possible to separate
them from one another in this world that is though in the
next world where only the good is eternal this will not be so
this is the doctrine of the wintertime of the just ie that
while we are in this world men cannot really distinguish the
righteous from the unrighteous since in the wintertime all
trees are bare and look equally dead but when the summer-
time of the just shall come then the righteous shall bear their
leaves and fruit while the dead limbs of evil trees shall be cast
into the fire loo100 it is another aspect of the plan we believe

DSW III111 23 to IV 1

clementine recognitions 1I 24 see our discussion in the world and the
prophets SLC deseret 1954 ppap 166173166 173

the law of liberty khoqkhoa kherut of the DSS eg DSD X 6 8 11
can only be the christian ancient law of liberty discussed in the references
in the preceding note

didache 1I 1 the epistle of barnabas after a brief introduction begins al-
most the same way

wgospel of philip 101l4ff10114ff10114ff
the classic statement of the doctrine which is very often met with in

slightly altered form through the apocrypha is in the pastor of hermas simil
iiilillii
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that god organized all things in the beginning out of unformed
matter says justin martyr to the jew tryphotryphon for the
sake of the human race that they if they prove themselves by
their works to be worthy of his plan having been judged
worthy to return to his presence so we believe shall reign
with him having been made immortal and incorruptible at
the creation they themselves made the choice and so were
deemed worthy to live with him in immortality loiiol101

there are many other areas of doctrine and important rites
and ordinances set forth in the newly found writings and in the
longer known texts which must now be reread and reconsidered
in the light of recent discoveries in time these are bound to
exert some pressure to push out the walls of conventional
christian doctrine but before the student gets involved in them
it would be well to consider one issue which forces itself on
the attention of every serious student of early christianity and
judaism we mean the problem of literalism just how literal
are all these things supposed to be what we have been talking
about implies a different view of reality from that of conven-
tional christianity it introduces as it were a third dimension
into the purely two dimensional pictures given us by scholastic
philosophy and naturalism the great difference between the
primitive church and conventional christianity is that the two
take different things literally 1112loainalna the history of christian dogma
has been one long process of accommodation and de eschatologeschatology
izing by which one body of belief has been completely displaced
by another eschatological reality being supplanted by sacra-
mental piety the teachings with which we have been dealing
in this paper definitely infer a level of reality above that of the
allegory and symbolism of the schools of rhetoric which be-
came the official teachers of christianity the early christian
literalism was an horrendumhorren dum to the schoolmenschoolmanschoolmen but the more
we learn about the early church the clearer it becomes that that
very literalism is the distinctive stamp not only of the christian
religion but of the jewish as well 103 today scholars are being
forced into a compromise A recent study of christ s forty day
ministry concludes what happened after our lord s resur-
rection was that he moved constantly back and forth between

justin apology c 10
this is seen in the fourth century description of a typical old fashioned

christian in sozomensohomenSozomen church history 1I loflog
H nibley in jew quart rev L 1959 9810098 100
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these two spaces or worlds the seen and the unseen there isis

another world than this it is not at some remote point in outer
space it exists side by side with this it is the world of the
spirit and this is the world of matter 104 here a rather sur-
prising concession to literalism isis made only to be promptly
withdrawn as the other world turns out to be only the im-
material spirit world after all in spite of all the pains to
which the lord went as he moved continually back and forth
between the two worlds to make perfectly clear that he was not
a spirit

the earliest christian apologist aristides rejects spiritual
or allegorical interpretations outright when his colleagues at
athens want to introduce them into their religious discussions
if religious stories are mythical he insists they are nothing
but just so many words but if they the allegorical they are
simply myths and nothing else 10 early christians were not
interested in myths or allegories the youthful clement leaves
the schools of the philosophers in distress because they cannot
answer what he considers the important questions of life when
was the world created what was before that will a man
really continue to live after deathdeath100log100 only peter could answer
such questions and peter opens his discourse by saying to
begin with we say unequivocally that there isis nothing bad
about material substance athislor107 this7this was the absolute antithesis of
the teachings of the schools it was the gnostic intellectuals
who first insisted on dematerializing christian doctrine fol-
lowed by the neoplatonists between those two the attitude of
christian theology to literalism was given its fixed and perma-
nent form the bodmer papyrus XY shows how early they
attacked with their basic weapons they deny the resur-
rection they are ashamed of the physical birth and death of the
lord 108 the charge is repeated by all the apostolic fathers and
in all the oldest christian apocrypha christianity wrote
schopenhauer has this peculiar disadvantage that unlike
other religions it is not a pure system of doctrine its chief and

B holt in encounter XXIV 1963 89
aristides apology 137 the same thing in justin cohortationcohortattocohortatioCohort arloattoatioajio ad graecosGraecos

c 53
309logclem recasreras 1I 1 121 2

aldnidaidibid IV 23
papyrus bodmer X 5110
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essential feature is that it is a history a series of events a col-
lection of facts 109

if the eschatological drama deals with real rather than alle-
gorical events part of those real events took place long ago
and far away but part of them are actually being acted out
here upon the earth if the saints werweree taught to think of them-
selves as outcasts in a hostile world it just so happened that
they were outcasts in a hostile world one had only to look
around to see that the pitfalls and dangers were real and
physical as well as spiritual the faithful actually have found
themselves more often than not holing up in the desert places
of the world E kaesemannbaesemannKaesemann s wanderndeWandernde gottesvolkGottesvolk and
when they talked of being gathered out of the world and taking
leave of it they were thinking in the most factual and spatial
terms even those learned doctors of the church who utterly
deplored the old fashioned literalistic ways of thinking con-
stantly slip back to those ways themselves especially in times
of crisis and the spiritual miracles spiritual parousia spiritual
pilgrimage spiritual temple and spiritual jerusalem etc of
the schoolmenschoolmanschoolmen never proved very satisfying to the christian
mind which displays a constant tendency to revert to the tangible
article whenever possible even the great doctors prefer the
dinner to the menu when they can get itit110liliolillo today a return to
literalism is part of the expanding gospel

but there is ambiguity here take for example the business
of light and darkness in the thousands of passages contrasting
the two they are most of the time quite plainly figurative yet
the shining garments of heavenly beings as of jesus at the
transfiguration are real and so is the darkness As every
man s nature in this life is dark says enoch so are also his
conception birth and departure from life iliiii111 when in the
pastor of hermas the church isis described as a tower built above
the water we are told that the tower is a symbol but that the
water is very real no one can enter the typological tower with-
out passing through real water 112 from this we see that rites
and ordinances present an ambiguous situation with some

A schopenhauer essay on the christian system
nibley op cit note 103105 ppap 230ff
secrets of enoch 684

12pastor of hermas vis illIII111liiili iii v in the same way the hero stands sentry
duty 1

not only symbolically but literally szmilsimilsim il V i
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things to be taken literally and done literally and others figura-
tively but inin our ancient texts the reader is rarely left in doubt
as to which is which it is only the doctors of the church all
men of the schools who insist on minimizing the literal at the
expense of the allegorical once one comes to understand
origen assures us that the historical parts of the bible are to
be understood symbolically the historical interpretation of the
whole becomes not only expendable but actually misleading
and should be abandoned altogether11altogether11 1

the mixing of types and images with reality is of the very
essence of our life upon the earth where we see through a
glass but darkly in the scriptures and the apocrypha we are told
of things that are real and yet too wonderful for us even to
imagine here let alone describe we simply can t conceive them
eye hath not seen not ear heard neither hath entered into the

heart of man the things which god hath prepared 1 I cor
29 consequently if these things are to be mentioned at all
it must be in terms of types and images which are not real yet
the types and images are not for that reason to be despised
A valuable commentary on this theme is supplied in the newly
discovered gospel of philip truth did not come into the
world naked but she came clothed in types and images one
cannot receive the truth in any other way 115101211510 12 the
solid reality behind the images can only be known by apocatas-
tasis or restoration to a former state 115151811515 18 if people
do not receive the ordinances here we are told they will not
enjoy the real thing hereafter 1211812118 marriage for
example has a different form in the next world to what it has
here 124691246 9 but only by entering it here will one be allowed
to enter it there if anyone does not receive it while he is in
this world he will not receive it in the other place 1346713467
so it is with all the ordinances he who has not mastered the
places here will not be able to be master of that place

124333612433 36 the mysteries of the truth are revealed as types
and images here while the veil conceals how god really
governs the physical creation 132202513220 25 the rending of
the veil is not the abolition but the revelation of what is be-
hind it in order that we might enter into the truth of it
we enter in our weakness through despised symbols 1531351331133 1

J danieloujanielouDani elou origen NY sheed and ward 1955 ppap 1557155 7 cf 119
1414141 4 152
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15 ill114 but enter we must for who does not receive the light
through these ordinances will not receivereceive it inin the other place
while he who does receive it cannot be held back and will be
beyond the reach of all his enemies even in this world and
when the time comes for him to go out of this world he has
already received the truth in the images 1346131346 13

if one makes a sketch of a mountain what is it A few lines
on a piece of paper but there isis a solid reality behind this poor
composition even if the tattered scrap isis picked up later in a
street in tokyo or a gutter in madrid it still attests to the
artist s experience of the mountain as a reality if the sketch
should be copied by others who have never seen the original
mountain it still bears witness to its reality so it isis with the
apocryphal writings most of them are pretty poor stuff and
all of them are copies of copies but when we compare them
we cannot escape the impression that they have a real model
behind them more faithfully represented in some than inin
others allaltailali we ever get on this earth paul reminds us isis a
distorted reflection but it is a reflection of things that really
are since we are dealing with derivative evidence only we are
not only justified but required to listen to all the witnesses
no matter how shoddy some of them may be for years the
evidence of the egyptians greeks babylonians etc has been
brought into court as powerful defutationrefutation of the bible s claims
to originality and inspiration their voicesvoices do indeed refute the
claims of conventional christianity to the absolute originality
and exclusive inspiration of the bible but the bible itself
nevermadeermadenevnever made such claims 115 what the outside texts prove is the
antiquity and universality of the gospel and its central position
in the whole history of civilization it is not a local or tribal
tradition on the one hand nor is it the spontaneous expression
of evolving human intelligence on the other but isis the common
heritage of all ancient civilizations battered corrupted and
distorted in most cases to be sure but always recognizable in
its main features and much too ingenious and elaborate to be
the product of independent discovery 116

the translation is that of R M wilson the gospel of philip NY
harper & row 1962 ppap 43ff

we have discussed this in the improvement era LXVII oct 1964ff1964 ff
8l6ff1116ff

lord raglan the origins of religion london thinker s library 1949
chaps vii and viii develops this theme
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but what are we to make of pagans possessing the gospel
and that from the most ancient times we did not say they had
it but only that their records testify to it if we examine those
records we soon discover that all their authors possess are
mere fragments which they do not pretend to understand for
them all those elements of the gospel which fit so perfectly
into the account of things given inin the story of the redemption
are but distant traditions shattered remnants of a forgotten
structure completely mystifying odds and ends that once meant
something but whose meaning can now only be guessed at this
attitude to the heritage of the past may fairly be called the basic
mood of egyptian religion in the seventeenth chapter of the
book of the dead to which we have already referred the ques-
tion isis reguarlyregularlyreguarly asked what does this mean and fourteen
times when an answer isis supplied it isis with the reservation that
others say it means something else from the earliest times
the impression made on the modern mind by the egyptians

according to 1I ES edwards is that of a people searching in
the dark for a key to truth retaretainingilling all lest perchance the
appropriate one should be lost 11 117 they know there isis a key
that isis but they also know that they do not have it it would
be easy to show that the keynote of the literature and religion
of all ancient people who have left us their records with the
exception of israel is one of pessimism and despair we would
only have to quote the authors of the standard literary histories
of the various nations to make that clear lis118ils israel escaped both
that pessimism and fatalism by being constantly reminded by
the prophets of the great preexistentpre existent plan that lies behind
everything that happens this we believe to be the most signifi-
cant element inin the expanding gospel

m 1 E S edwards the pyramids of egypt penguin books 1952 ppap 27f
an excellent illustration isis W G lambert s introductory essay in his

babylonian wisdom literature oxford univ 1960



irish heathsdeaths and german cliffs
a study of the foreign sources

of WuwitheringwuthermgwutheringWuthertheringmg heights
by RUTH M MACKAY

most of the literary explorers who have dreamed the
dream and experienced the despair 1 of trying to find the
sources of witheringwutheringWu thering heights can be placed into three cate-
gories those like somerset maugham who believe emily
bronte came under the influence of the german romantic
writers 2 those like laura L hinckley who assert emily s

irish ancestry provided the plot of her novel and those like
lord david cecil who emphasize that the novel is indisputably
english in its conception 4 but no critic as ffarar as I1 have been
able to ascertain has ever considered that witheringwutheringvutheringWuVuthering heights
is a combination of all three influences yet once it is theorized
that emily bronte brought into conflict two countries two
civilizations two histories 5 the german and the irish by
fusing the shorter irish tale into the longer german story and
that she added incidents from her ancestral history and english
experience then the mystery of her sources isis solved for the
similarities between witheringwutheringvutheringWuVuthering heights and these sources can
be perceived and the dissimilarities explained

the many coincidences which led to my finding the two
tales which I1 believe emily combined to produce witcheringwutheringwittheringWuWit thering
heights are not important here suffice it to say that she read
das bajoratmajoratMajorat as part of a reading assignment while studying

mrs mackay is instructor in english at brigham young university
may sinclair the three bronies new york houghton mifflin company

1912 p 227
2waw somerset maugham the art of fiction new york doubleday &

company inc 1955 p 239
laura L hinckley the arontesbrontesBr ontes charlotte and emily new york hast-

ings house publishers 1945 p 319
david cecil early victoirvictorianvictoi7an novelists indianapolis the bobbs merrill

company inc 1935 p 156
V S pritchett implacable belligerent people of emily bronte s novel

wutheringw1heringWuweheringthering heights neunew statesman and nation XXXI june 22 1946 p
453
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german at M heger s school in brussels the irish story the
bridegrotnrbridegrererrr of barna appeared inin the november 1840 issue
of blackwoodsblackpoolsBlackwoodspools the magazine from whose pages came we
may be sure many an inspiration of plot or phrase 7 in the
writings of the brontesarontesBrontes

this irish tale portrays a love of passionate intensity and
has a minor revenge plot the german tale depicts a revenge
of implacable hatred and it has a minor love plot A combina-
tion of the two tales in a novel would give it strong plots of
love and revenge and one certainly cannot consider wuthermgwlutheringWuther mg
heights merely a revenge tragedy to consider it merely an
account of heathcliff s and cathy s love is equally fantastic
but realistic as this interpretation is it does not take into ac-
count the minor plots mark schorer has said that inin the novel
11 one world explodes within another the world of primary
passions within the world of conscious propriety I1 feel
that the world of primary passions is the world of the irish tale
and the world of conscious propriety isis the world of the german
tale moreover mr schorer has failed to sense that within each
of these two worlds recurring blasts are set off by the minor
plots for the fiery revenge of irish origin detonates continuous-
ly against the cold steel of implacable german revenge and the
controlled love of the german tale dies in a shower of sparks
as it is consumed in furtheringwuthermgfutheringvutherWutherFutheringmg heights by the blazing con-
flagrationflagration of irish passion once we are aware of the repercus-
sions of each world exploding within itself and then of one
world exploding within the other we are able to understand
how the novel generates its atomic like power but emily does
notnor allow these worlds to blowbiow themselves to pieces she con-
trols this fusion of elemental forces by using heathcliff the
one character in whom she has embodied all the explosive ele-
ments of both tales as the axis on which both worlds revolve
he is the german younger son who swears vengeance on his
brother he is also the irish hugh the passionate lover who
disintersdisinters the body of the girl he loves to hold her in his arms

virginia moore the life and eager death of emily brourebrontebroute london
rich and cowan ltd 1936 p 7573

irenelrenerene cooper willis the arontesbrontes new york the macmillan company
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melvin R watson tempest in the soul the theme andana structure of
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mark schorer introduction lfutheringwuthenng heights new york holt
rinehart and winston 1960 p xvii
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again thus as dorothy van ghent says two kinds of reality
intersect in him 10

the old german baron roderick binds his descendants to
the ancestral castle by entailing the estate to do this he has to
pledge the services of his heirs to his sovereign in witheringwutheringWu thering
heights it is the old hareton earnshaw who establishes the
estate apparently in the year 1500 for that is the date the
visiting lockwood notices above the door the incidents in the
german tale take place between the years 1760 and 179 a

period of thirty years or more the incidents in withering
heights take place according to C P sanger between the
years 1771 and 1803 a period of thirty two years 12 now if
emily was actually following the german story why did she
have to go back to the year 1500 simply because in my opinion
she had to establish that the estate was in tail ie that the male
inherits all in order of birth mrs gaskell has revealed that
emily would have had some knowledge of what entail meant
because in the district around haworth parsonage the land
has often been held by one family since the days of the tudors
the owners are in fact the remains of the old yeomanry
henry VII the english king who founded the tudor dynasty
and who originated the yeoman of the guard to serve as his
personal bodyguard reigned from 1485 to 1509 Is emily s

use of the date of 1500 therefore significant did she have
the old hareton earnshaw establish the estate of wutheringwitheringWu thering
heights to imply that the estate was entailed just as the german
estate was entailed and that both estates were founded on ser-
vice to the respective kings I1 think so and a legal question
which emily raisesraises in her novel supports my viewview

in the german story under the law of entail the younger
brother would inherit should the older brother die without issueissue
but in witheringwutheringwlutheringWu thering heights heathcliff being a nameless waif
could not claim the property emily therefore had to devise a

dorothy van ghent the english narelnorelnovel form and function new york
holt rinehart and winston inc 1953 p 165

lieE T A hoffman das majoratbajoratMajorat translated asa the entailentaI1 in feirdwendweny
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heretics cambridge england quoted inin A lfutheringvutheiing heights handbook
eds richard lettis and william E morris new york the odyssey press
inc 1961 p 5
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way for him to take possession so that she could follow the
german plot it was easy enough with branwell for an example
to make hindley a gambler who mortgages his inheritance to
heathcliff and a drunkard who does not really know what he
is doing but emily wanted the estate to come down to hindl-
ey s son just as the estate comes down to wolfgang s son in
das bajoratmajoratMajorat and to do this she had to ensure that the mort-

gage on wutheringwitheringWuthering heights was illegal otherwise on heath-
cliff s death because he left no will and no heirs the property
would have escheated to the crown in bona cantiavacantiava 14 but
it doesndoean t the estate is inherited by the young hareton just as
though the estate were entailed emily had achieved her pur-
pose with one simple brilliant stroke she simply made the
lawyer who effected the mortgage crooked there seems to
be no other valid reason for mr green of gimmertongimmersonGimmerton being
crooked for the only other legal business he is called upon to
transact is to make some alterations in edgar linton s will but
at that time he had already sold himself to heathcliff 15 pre-
sumably in the matter of the mortgage

however in taking the story back in time in order to follow
the german story emily ran into a problem she needed but
three generations of the family to coincide with those of the
german family the old baron roderick his son wolfgang
and his grandson roderick but emily has the old hareton
earnshaw his descendant mr earnshaw mr earnshaw s son
hindley and the young hareton hindley s son emily how-
ever deliberately played down mr earnshaw he does not have
a given name and he appears in the story only long enough
to introduce Heathheathcliffheathclifcliff to the heights and exits too early to be
more than a puppet 16 disregarding emily s puppet then we
have the old baron roderick and the old hareton earnshaw
both founders of their respective estates wolfgang and hindl-
ey heirs to the properties and roderick and hareton both of
whom are named after the founders of the estates and with
both of whom the stories end

wolfgang inherits the german castle of R sitten on the
death of the baron and hubert the younger son feeling him

sanger p 18
emily bronte witheringwutheringWu thering heights new york holt rinehart and

winston 1960 p 300 subsequent references to this novel will be introduced
in the body of the essay and followed by page numbers in parentheses

watson p 92
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self dispossessed vows vengeance on his brother hindley in-
herits wutheringwitheringWuthering heights on the death of mr earnshaw and
heathcliff who has been given the name of and been treated
as a younger son feeling himself dispossessed vows ven-
geance on his foster brother during his father s lifetime and
while away from the castle wolfgang has secretly married
during his father s lifetime and while away from the heights
hindley has secretly married wolfgang has a son named
roderick after the founder of the estate hindley has a son
named hareton after the founder of the estate both wives
have neither name nor money to recommend them and both die
after having brought the third generation of the families into
the world wolfgang is murdered and hubert although he
knows the young roderick is the rightful heir takes over the
castle hindley is driven to his death and heathcliff although
he knows the young hareton is the rightful heir takes posses-
sion of the heights time elapses and both the young roderick
and the young hareton grow up just before his death hubert
repents and the castle reverts to the rightful heir roderick he
marries the girl who has inherited courland a pleasant estate
near the castle heathcliff just before he dies loses his desire
for revenge and the property reverts to hareton who marries
the girl who has inherited thrushcrossThrushcross grange a pleasant
estate near the heights it seems quite apparent that consciously
or not emily followed the german plot of revenge quite
closely

and she followed the irish love plot just as closely the
irish hugh is passionately in love with ellen whose mother
and brother detest him heathcliff is passionately in love with
cathy whose mother and brother detest him while out on the
moors with hugh ellen catches a chill from which she never
fully recovers cathy while out on the moors searching for
heathcliff catches a chill from which she never fully recovers
both girls die at nineteen ellen of consumptionconsumption1717 cathy of
consumption and a mental disorder 18 apparently she inherited
a mental disorder from seraphina the girl in the german tale
for a facet of emily s genius was that she could fuse the char

the bridegroom of barna tales from blackwood edinburgh and
london william blackwood and sons nd p 73 subsequent references to
this story will be introduced in the body of the essay and followed by page
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acteristicsacteristics of various persons 19 after ellen s burial hugh dis
intersenters her body and sits at the graveside enclosing in his arms
the form that had once comprised all earth s love and beauty
for him the wan face was turned up to his as if it could
still thrill to the mad kisses in which he steeped it while he
had twined one of the white arms around his neck 77 after
cathy s burial heathcliff goes to cathy s grave determined to
hold her in his arms again 305 hugh is shot by the police
at the graveside and is buried withvithmith ellen heathcliff however
is forced to live on tormented by his love for many years for
in fusing the two tales emily could not let heathcliff die at
this point in her novel he had to fulfill his role of the german
avenger and wait for the young hareton to grow up it is sig-
nificantnificant however that to bring witheringwuthermgwutheringWutherWutheringmg heights back into
line with the irish story after heathcliff has achieved his re-
venge emily has him reenactre enact the scene at the grave before he
dies the hiatus in the novel is clearly discernible and V S
pritchett states that after the death of cathy the high power
of the novel is gone the storm has spent its force and that

only when heathcliff begins to relive the ineluctable love
does the power return 20

having conjured up heathcliff by blending in a witch s

brew the elemental drives of both hubert and hugh emily
faced the problem of getting him into the story she could not
make him hindley s younger brother as hubert was wolf-
gang s because she wanted him to fall in love with hindley s

sister cathy and she could not have him a land tenant like
the irish hugh because she wanted him to be dispossessed of
property by hindley as hubert was dispossessed by wolfgang
so once more she resorted to combination in the irish story
there is a gypsylikegypsy like foundling named bush hugh the main
character had known no family since his boyhood and emily s

irish grandfather hugh hadhadbad been a runaway lad who came
under the brutal power of an adopted uncle 1221 heathcliffheatbctiff is a
gypsylikegypsy like lad bush who is found running around the streets
and is adopted by mr earnshaw grandfather hugh who
could find no relatives of the boy hugh with heathcliff s

literary birth established emily introduces him into the story

william stanley braithwaite the bewitched parsonage the story of the
brantes new york coward mccann inc 1950 p 170

20pritchett p 453
hinkley p 5
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with a minimum of explanation mr earnshaw brings him
home

in das majoratbajoratMajorat and in witheringwutheringWuthering heights as well as in
the irish tale there are two narrators the first a stranger the
second a family retainer the story of the german family is
recounted to the stranger by the family retainer who is ill in
bed the story of the family of witheringwutheringWu thering heights is recounted
by the family retainer to the stranger who is ill in bed theo-
dore the german stranger has a role in the love plot of the
german story but emily drops her stranger lockwood as a
lover in favor of heathcliff she was not however able to
divest lockwood of all of theodore s romantic inclinations
for more than one critic has seen a hint that he was attracted to
the younger catherine 22 and that although something was
to have been made out of catherine s beauty and lockwood s

complacent susceptibility nothing happens the intention is
scrapped 23 precisely for it is exactly at this point that lock-
wood is dropped so that heathcliff can carry out the role of
the passionate irish lover hugh As allan R brick says the
reader casts him lockwood aside anxious that the new focus
be directly upon heathcliff 24 both theodore and lockwood
return after an absence to their respective tales to finish the
stories A sudden impulse seizes theodore to revisit the area
of R sitten he finds the owner of the estate is dead 319 A
sudden impulse seizes lockwood to revisit the area of the
heights and he learns the final events of the family history
heathcliff has died in his absence 323

the second german narrator is appropriately enough a
lawyer for this story is concerned mainly with the law of entail
nelly dean the second narrator of wutheringwitheringWuthering heights who
most critics believe was taken from tabby brown the parsonage
housekeeper is however better educated than tabby 12525 she
loves to read and lockwood tells her you have no marks of
the manners which I1 am habituated to consider as peculiar to
your class I1 am sure you have thought a great deal more than
the generality of servants think 65 if emily did indeed

W somerset maugham the ten best novels witheringwutheringWu thering heights
the atlantic monthly CLXXXI february 1948 p 89
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follow the german story then this veneer of education is a
carryovercarry over from the german family retainer lawyer but emily
was not finished with nelly to this combination of english
housekeeper and german lawyer she added a dash of irish
magic in the throes of delirium cathy calls out ah nelly
has played traitor nelly is my hidden enemy you witch
ill make her howl a recantation 136 the witch nanse
nelly s corresponding figure in the irish tale has actually pre-
tended to play traitor for ellen

joseph who hed aimed tuh dee wheareoheare aw d sarvedcarved for
sixty year 11 338 is a replica of the german daniel whose
11 only wish was to end his days at R sitten 280 it is daniel
who murders wolfgang and on the night of the murder he
is seen to come out of the castle and cross the courtyard he
opens the stable door and goes in and soon afterwards
brings out a saddle horse then he leads the horse back into
the stable and locks the door and also that of the castle 292
these actions are duplicated by joseph in witheringwuthermgwutheringWutherWutheringmg heights
isabella explains that joseph took the saddle horses and led
them into the stables reappearing for the purpose of locking
the outer gate as if we lived in an ancient castle 045145145
emily s use of this incident and of the word castle is interest-
ing at the end of the german story only daniel s ghost is left
to haunt the castle aat the end of wuthermgvutheringWutherVutheringmg heights only old
joseph is left at the farmhouse

this farmhouse is certainly not a castle but emily s descrip-
tion of it gives a semblance of one the name above the door
the date of its founding its locked doors and gates and the
fact that the architect had had the foresight to build it strong
the narrow windows are deeply set in the wall and the corners
defended with large jutting stones 2 make it appear as
much like a castle as a farmhouse both the german castle and
the english farmhouse are set on high ground the castle high
on the sea cliffs of the baltic sea 320 and the farmhouse
high on a barren moorland 2 the german castle has

11 a thin forest of firs on the landward side 218 the farm-
house has a few stunted firs at the end of the house 2 the
fir forest around the castle is inhabited by wolves the house
and grounds of the heights are infested by dogs one of which
is named wolf 16 this dog sneaks wolfishly 1616 to-
wards lockwood her lip curled up and her white teeth
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watering for a snatch 4 lockwood says that the dogs came
from hiddenbidden dens 5 and hebe was not anxious to come in
contact with their fangs 5 theodore is attacked by a ger-
man wolf lockwood by english dogs who could claim the
german wolves as first cousins if my theory iscorrectmiscorrectis correct then it
is plain that emily made use of every thread of the two tales
she combined

over this combination of german and irish tales emily
threw the aura of the love gospel and spiritual essence of ger-
man romanticism of which the writer of the german tale
E T A hoffman was a devoted follower I1 believe emily be-
came obsessed with this philosophy because it promised her a
reconciliation with god against whom she had sinned in loving
her brother branwell the spiritual essence of this philosophy
is based on Plotinus idea that the ultimate purpose of the
soul is to achieve an ecstatic reunion with its heavenly father 26

the loveiove gospel27gospel21 is based on the platonic conception of love
according to the german romantics man cast out from the
presence of god and unable to achieve a reunionreunion with him
transfers his yearning to a beloved woman for the heart thinks
to find in the loved one the infinite treasure it seeks this
yearning this love permits man to penetrate the absolute and
eternal 28 but this woman must be unattainable such a love
being foredoomedforedoomerforedoomed to tragic frustration on this earth but for
that very reason the lovers renunciation of physical love
and their eventual martyrdom will undoubtedly secure their
eternal union in the next life 29 emily makes cathy unattain-
able for heathcliff by having her marry edgar linton and
there can be no doubt that heathcliff yearns for her unceasing-
ly when he comes back to the heights cathy says his return
has reconciled her to god 104 both cathy and heathcliff
therefore are in the spirit of german romanticism two half
hearts yearning to be united with each other and so to god
they are divided halves who seek one another so as to restore
their original unity 30 the whole secret of the followers of
this philosophy was that they knew the body and the soul and
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their unity 31 no two characters in literature exemplify this
precept better than do cathy and heathcliff cathy maintains
if all else perished and he remained I1 should still continue

to be and if all else remained and he were annihilated the
universe would turn to a mighty stranger I1 am heathcliff

he s always on my mind as my own being 86 and
after cathy s death heathcliff is in a torment 1 I cannot live
without my life I1 cannot live without my soul 197 cathy
as she is dying argues ill not lie there bymyselfby myself they may
bury me twelve feet deep and throw the church down over me
but I1 won t rest till you are with me 134 heathcliff having
completed the role of avenger with hareton ready to take over
the estate prepares to join her he says

I1 have a single wish and my whole being and faculties are
yearning to attain it they have yearned towards it for so
long and so unwaveringly that I1 m convinced it will be
reached and soon because it has devoured my existence I11
am swallowed in the anticipation of its fulfillment 344

Heathheathcliffdiff dies of no apparent ailment 356 it is as if
wanting only to unite himself with catherine 32 he wills
himself to die in having him die in this manner emily is fol-
lowing the german Romaniromantictc doctrine of the infinite power of
the will 33 this power is expressed in a passage referring not
to Heathheathcliffdiff but to novalis the writer considered to be the
key to the german romantic school 3

his sweetheart had died he determined to die but not
by suicide he determined to will himself to death to con-
centratecentrate on the thought till death came to him and he was
firmly convinced that as he belonged spiritually to this dead
girl that as he was one with her so he must eventually die
from the very strength of this conviction the soul was to
consume the body he went out to her grave 35

heathcliff attains his wish and he is buried in the same grave
as cathy but he asks to be carried to the churchyard in the
evening 354 why the evening because the german ro-
mantics believed that night is the beginning of the higher
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spiritual life 36 I1 believe that emily was following the philoso-
phy that night holy unspeakable mysterious night will
bring comfort and reunite him with his bride for now the
earthly day is over he sinks with her on the altar of
night night is the womb of love the means by which the
higher consummation of life existence at its highest potential
will be fulfilled 37 it is quite significant that the last words
in emily s novel reflect the peace which heathcliff and cathy
have found in the grave lockwood visiting their graves on his
return to witheringwutheringWu thering heights says

I1 lingered around them under the benign sky watched the
moths fluttering among the heath and the hare bells listened
to the soft wind breathing through the grass and wondered
how anyone could ever imagine unquiet slumbers for the
sleepers in that quiet earth 358

no wonder that lockwood finds the graveyard peaceful for
the separation of heathcliff and cathy which caused torment
and upheaval in their lives on earth has been overcome in the
grave and their reunion with each other brings about a re-
union with god like paradise lost the novel has set out to
justify the ways of god to man no novel in the world has a

greater theme 38

that emily bronte should have chosen such a theme is

not surprising for through it she was able to resolve her own
frightful dilemma the conflict between her strong religious
principles instilled in her by her clergyman father and her
love for branwell through german romanticism she was able
to believe that love of a mortal was actually an expression of
love for god that the lovers had necessarily to be separated
in her case by a family relationship and that only when re-
union had been effected in the grave could the spirit be
ecstatically reunited with god

if we substitute branwell and emily for Heathheathcliffdiffdigg and
cathy and we can for their love resembled the over-
intense heathcliff cathy type love 39 then we can see emily
not as a genius not as a spinster with no experience of life
but as a woman capable of deep love and intense suffering a
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woman torn apart by the conflict between love of god and
love of man lines from one of her poems convey the impression
of an illicit love affair none but one can the secret repeat
why I1 hate that lone green dell 40 emily s love for branwell
would explain her fierce homesickness whenever she was away
from the parsonage it would explain charlotte s otherwise
inexplicable action in burning emily s papers she displayed
an extraordinary eagerness to obliterate all traces of her sister s

private life and there is a hint of baffled terror in her
reticence when she writes of emily 41 what was charlotte
afraid of that the object of emily s love would be revealed
to the world incestuous love would break emily and bran-
well s link with the god they had been brought up to worship
this separation personified in religion as satan was evil and
from it torment and suffering resulted in one of her poems
emily wrote that sinsin was purified by woe I1 ve suffered by
night and day I1 ve trod a dark and frightful way 42 once the
sin had been purified by woe the lovers could be united in the
grave and then reunited with god it was branwell who died
first but emily followed him quickly she never went outside
the door again after his death 43 she would have no doctor
to attend her she would take no medicine and she died just
eight weeks after her brother one can only hope that the peace
and tranquillity which descended on heathcliff and cathy also
descended on branwell and emily
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gerard de nerval A reappraisal
by H KAY MOON

unfortunately scholars have generally neglected or ignored
gerard de nerval as a possible precursor to modemmodern tendencies
in literature it will be my purpose in the pages that follow to
1 1 explore the elements of his biography that seem to contri-
bute to an understanding of his development as a writer 1 2
venture a few observations regarding his short prose fiction and

3 suggest briefly the possible extent of his relevancy in the
flood of literary trends since his time

seven months after his birth in may 1808 gerard de ner-
val was left with a wet nurse in the village of loisy near morte
fontaine upon the death of his mother two years later he was
sent to live with a great uncle in mortefontaineMorte fontaine by the time
his father returned some seven years later to take him to paris
and begin his studies the valois countryside had etched its
indelible impression upon gerard s sensitive nature when
school days were over he invariably returned to mortefontaineMorte fontaine
to his childhood friends as he later returned to try to capture
his childhood memories A great many of the details of his life
in mortefontainemorteforitaineMortefontaine are found in his sylvie and promenades et
souvenirs there is no question that the region of valois had a
great effect upon his life and his subsequent works especially
significant was sylvie who came from the neighboring hamlet
of loisy and who provided him with a kind of pagan balance
to the other elusive mystic love whom hebe also came to know
in the region of valois ie his adrienne he walked and played
with sylvie and with her learned to know and love the country-
side and its people she was the principal object of his nostalgic
reminiscence in the story that bears her name

adrienne whom gerardg6rardgarard accompanied by sylvie met at a
village festival was to become for him a pandora and a beatrice

at once his tormentor and savior the few extant facts re

dr moon is assistant professor of languages at brigham young university
this biographic account is admittedly sketchy since the purpose here would

not be enhanced by cumbersome detail only the most salient points are covered
aristide marie s account of nerval s life is perhaps the most thorough and
complete gaardgerard de nerval paris librarieslibrarieLib rarie hachette 1914

40
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garding this event would indicate that the person gerard met
and kissed in a dance in the abovementionedabove mentioned festival was the
worldly sophie dawes who by marriage to baron adrien de
feucheresfeuch&resFeu cheres could claim the far more glamorous title of mmeame de
feucheresfeuch6resFeu cheres 2 it is apparent that gerard was either not aware of
her true identity or the ideal woman that he saw inin this
adrienne could not be erased by ugly realities his quixotic
pursuit of this ideal love was to be the foremost quest of his
life

another valois influence on gerard was his great uncle s

musty attic library which was replete with books of theosophic
and cabalistic deliberations there were nondescript treatises on
buddhism alchemy magic and germane theosophiestheosophies neo-
platonic orphic and pythagorean myths 3 gerard would amuse
himself for hours in the fantasy of this discarded library his
great uncle s own pantheistic bent was also destined to affect
him though he was constantly in touch with catholic dogma in
valois largely through the efforts of one of his aunts he was
ultimately to represent in his own beliefs an admixture of pagan
and christian elements which led him on one occasion to claim
adherence to seventeen different religions

gerard was also a more than passive reader of jean jacques
rousseau who had spent his last years near montefontaineMonte fontaine
the fact that his most characteristic writing is like rousseau s

confessional suggests that he was spiritually drawn to the
eighteenth century philosophyphilosophephilo sophe but the importance of his pari-
sian life and education cannot be minimized he owes his initial
literary success to the knowledge of german which his father
had been careful to impart to him in the earliest years of his
instruction for his translation of goethe s faust in 1827 was
his first literary effort of rewarding merit it betrays not only
an adequate knowledge of german but more important an
affinity for the faust theme

one of the most singular events in his life and works is his
platonic love affair with jenny colon an actress in whom
gerard saw the reembodiment of his ideal love adrienne
ironically jenny was almost as worldly as sophie dawes his

S A rhodes gerdrdgerardgirard de nerval poet traveler dreamer new york
philosophical library 1951 p 26

rhodes ppap 141714 17 A complete treatise on the esoteric background and
tendencies of nerval is the aim and faisonraisonfarsonraisonralson detrederredare of jean richer s gerardgirard de
nerval et les doctrines isotiriquesesoteriques paris editions du griffon d or 1947
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adrienne gerard s love for her was destined from the moment
it was conceived to dominate the remainder of his life he first
saw jenny colon early in the year 1834 but it was several
months later that he actually met her it is doubtful that he
ever possessed her though he lavished gifts and money on her
and founded le monde dramatiquedramatique an elegantly edited theatri-
cal magazine for the dual purpose of swelling her reputation
and pleasing his father who never approved of his son s
literary penchant but gerard proved like balzac to be a genius
of financial disaster although some of the foremost names of
the day contributed to its publications le monde dramatiquedramatique
was destined shortly to pass into other hands and finally into
oblivion for it soon became a mere altar upon which gerard
made anonymous adorationsorationsad and sacrifices to jenny until it
had devoured the whole of the modest legacy he had received
in 1835 it was at about that time too that he chose his
pseudonym nerval from a field clos be nerval near morte
fontaine which belonged to his great uncle s family jenny not
only received limitless adoration and favors from him but it
was for her that he wrote the bulk of his unsuccessful plays
ironically his best play leo burckart was written after jenny
colon had left him

gerard traveled frequently he went often to italy and in
fact traveled all over the european continent and visited ex-
tensivelyten sively egypt and the near east he wrote many accounts of
his travels but most notable is his voyage en orient which
exposes his preocupationspreoccupations with cabalistic and esoteric reli-
gions the embroidery of his account lends it charm and in-
terest his letters to his unimaginative father describe the trail
of reality in his itinerary the trail of charming fancy is fol-
lowed in voyage en orient

the last decade approximately of gerard s life was
punctuated by periods of actual insanity and confinement he
had lived for many years in a twilight state in which the line of
demarcation between dream and reality was to him very dim
it disappeared entirely at intervals the first of which occurred
on february 28 1841 when he was confined to dr emileemlie
blanche s asylum it is even believed that he suffered two such
confinements that year 4 A series of reverses and further mental

pierre audiataudian laurelia de girardgerard de nerval paris librarieslibrarieLib rarie anciennealcienneAncienne
honore champion 1926 ppap 151715 17
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strain precipitated a relapse in the form of a sort of cataleptic
fall and consequent chest injury inin 1818515 1 for this seizure he was
sent for a brief period to dr dubois private asylum he was
once more interned there in the spring of 1853 but again only
briefly between this confinement and the subsequent relapse
of the following year he wrote sylviesivslvsidalv ie in 1854 he was com-
mitted again to the care of dr emile blanche in whom he
expressed complete trust he was released for the last time in
october of that year between periods of confinement his life
was characterized by hallucinations and vagabond wanderings
into the parisian underworld with which by now he was well
acquainted his subjective description of these wanderings
and some of the accompanying hallucinations appear in les
duitsnuits doctobredocto bre in spite of his demented condition this period
was one of his more fruitful and is unequivocally the most
important the uncompleted manuscript of his aurelia left the
asylum with him in his penultimate release the final pages
were found in his pocket following his death on january 26
1855 he died it is commonly conceded by hanging himself
with an apron string which he maintained at various times was
the corset string of madame de maintenon or marguerite de
valois or more often the queen of sheba s garter

11II

nerval s early prose works are by no means as significant as
the final burst of literary activity in the last few years of his
life they mostly reflect the influence of his great uncle s

molding attic library they represent a type of horror story
then in vogue his output was not very great he is best when
he is autobiographical even the stories in which he supposedly
avoids his own preoccupations are fraught with overtones of
the adrienne love theme for example his femmyjemmylemmy which is a
translation of an obscure story by the german author charles
sealsfieldSealsfield 5 portrays the same scene found in sylvie between
gerard and adrienne 6 at a harvest festival jemmy and toffel
surrounded by a group of young people are obliged by custom
to exchange kisses the tone is idylidylliclicilc pastoral in essence its
setting is in america its theme isis largely one of primitivism

jean gaulmierpaulmierGaulmier girardgerard de nerval et les filles du jeufeuteu paris librarieslibrarieLibrarie
nizet 1956 p 82

gaulmiergaulmlerpaulmierGaulgaui mier ppap 8584838485838584838484
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aa la chateaubriandChateaubriand this and other stories merely represent
nerval s ability to follow the literary current of his time

it is of course of greater pertinence to consider the more
typical style of nerval s sylvie and aureliaaurlia the former is a
conscious attempt to reconstruct his childhood through a work
of art it represents his primitivism his reaction against the
prevalent materialism his own recherche du temps perdu it
is autobiographical written with a type of pre proustian flash-
back technique it is the key to his obsession for the ideal
woman whom he saw personified first in adrienne then in
jenny colon who was to him a kind of pythagorean reincarna-
tion of adrienne sylvie reveals gerard s concept of ideal
womanhood his venus in three phrases jean gaulmierpaulmierGaulmier ex-
plains it thus

sylvie nous donne aussiabssi une image des trois venus des ie
premier chapitrechapitre Fac1actricefactricepactricetrice jenny aureliaaurella prend figure de
deesse infernale aux feux de la rampe qui 1 eclairait16clairaiteclair aitalt dentend en
bas et gerard eprouve6prouveeprouie devant elle une terreurterrerr sacreesacr6esacree je
craignaiscraignalscraignalsnaisnaisnals de troubler iele miroirmiroir magiquemaglquemaciquemailque qui me renvoyaitrenvoyait
son image au chapitrechapitre 11II adrienne reinereine du pays dentend en
fance est la venusv6nusvanus celeste veritable vision paradisiaqueparadisi aque
enfin la complexecomplexescomp lexe sylvie aaraprapresaaress I11 apparition madriennedadriennedAd rienne en
sainte sylvie qui a perdu sa puretepuret6pureta primitive qui fabrique
des gants ia la mecaniquem6caniquemecanique au lieu de son anciennealcienneancienne dentelle
qui chante 11 opera et a oublieoubl16bublie les vievielvleivieillesvielllesilleslleslilesliesiles romances sylvie
devientdeviantdevient elle aussiabssiaussiabssi une sorte de venus infernale 7

gerard s fascination with time and memory is arresting

aurelia his most important work is again autobiographi-
cal or more specifically confessional it is gerard s symbolic
descent into hell his personal divine comedy he describes
quite faithfully if we can count on his own word his halluci-
nations his visions his insanity this work is the summation
of his cabalistic pythagorean pantheistic and christian ten-
denciesdencies it is his portrayal of his mental strife unattainable

gaulmierpaulmierGaulmier p 62 sylvie also gives us an image of the three benusesvenusesVenuses
from the first chapter the actress jenny aurelia assumes the form of an infernal
goddess under the glare of the footlights which illuminated her from below and
gerarbgerard feels a sacred terror before her 1 I feared to disturb the magic mirror
that sent me her image in the second chapter adrienne queen of the land
of childhood is the celestial venus a true paradisiacal vision finally the
complex sylvie after the appearance of adrienne as a saint sylvie who has
lost her primitive purity who makes gloves with a machine instead of the lace-
work of former years who sings opera and has forgotten the old ballads
sylvie too becomes a kind of infernal venus
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love was the cause of his madness and represents for him his
salvation his manias become apparent allegedly at least to
the initiated in psychology 8 he was plagued with feelings of
guilt for the outrages he had committeedcommitteescommit teed against his love for
aureliaaurella ideal woman because he had indulged in facile
love affairs he had profaned her memory he also felt
pangs of guilt for his compromise of doctrine though he never
felt that he could embrace christianity alone his descent into
hell teaches him the way to atone for these sins he fancies
that in these visions he is able to learn secrets withheld from
him in his normal consciousness he sometimes regrets his con-
scious state and awaits anxiously the time for his visionary
sleep but for the most part his visions are frightful trials to
which he isis subjected it is in dantesque fashion his aureliaaurella
that represents to him his salvation when she appears and
assures him

l6preuveL epreuve Aa laquelle tu etais6taiselais sournisgournissoumis est venue Aa son terme
ces escaliersescaliers sans nombrecombre que tu te fatiguaisfatiguais aa descendredescendre ou
Aa gravirgrabir etaient6taient les liens m6mesmamesmemes des ancianclanciennesancianclanciennesennes illusions
qu embarrasembarrassaientembarrassalentsalent ta penseepens6ejensee et maintenantmaintenant rappellecappelle toi iele jour
ouoi tu as implore la vierge sainte et ouoi la croyantcronant morte
iele delirewire s est empareempar6empara de ton esprit 11II fallaitfallain que ton voeudoeu
lui futfat porte par une imeameame simple et degageed6gag6edegagne des liens de la
terre celle la s est contreerencontreerencontr6eren prespros de toi et cec estst pourquoipourquoypourquoi
it A moimolmmol de venir et de eenCent 111m est permisbermis a mmememe venir cencouragercouragerencourager

his aurliaaurelia is not his only account of a descent into hell
there is another of a sort in les duitsnuztsnuits doctod octobredoctobregrebre in which he
tells of his nocturnal wanderings and the progressively horrify-
ing descent into the parisian underworld in fact his guide
at one point tells him as virgil to dante or sie forte ed
ardito omai si scendescendy per si fatte scale 11

L H Sebilotte le secret de gaardgerard de norinorl parisparisparts librairieLib rairie jose corti
1948 p 128 et seq

rhodes p 283
gerard de nerval oeuvres choisiesChoi sies introduntrod gauthier ferrieres paris

bibliotheque larousse nd p 212 the ordeal you have undergone is coming
to an end these countless stairways which wore you out so going up and down
are the bonds of old illusions that impeded your thoughts now remember the
day when you implored the holy virgin and thinking her dead were possessed
of a frenzy of the mind your vow must be carried to her by a simple soul
one free from the ties of the earth she is near you and that is why I1 myself have
been permitted to come and encourage you translation by geoffrey wagner op
cit p 172

oeuvres choiceschoisesChoicho issejjesseslesies p 111 be strong and bold only through such steps
does one descend here
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As though anticipating that his reader might doubt the
verisimilitude of his account gerard states in aurelia si je
ne pensais que la mission d un 6crivainecrivainlecrivain est d analyser sincere
ment ce qu il eprouve6prouveeprouie dans les gragraces1ces circonstancescirconstances de la vie
et si je ne me proposproposalsaisals un butbui que je crois utile je m arreteraisarr&eraisarreteraisals
ici et je n essayeraisessayeessay raisrals pas de decrired6criredecuire ce que j eprouvaij6prouvai ensuite
dans une serieserle de visions insenseesinsens6esinsensees peutbeut etreare ou vulgairement
maladivesmala dives 11212 this passage is illustrative of his very per-
sonal style the tonal unity in this work as in sylvie isis impec-
cable it is a tone of madness analyzed with seemingly cold
objectivity which arouses a curiouscurious observation regarding ner-
val s latest literary output ie that his works far from suffer-
ing from his madness seem to be enhanced by it or even con-
tingent upon it

le bon gerard was not capable of the consistently mor-
dant satire of merimee but satire does appear in his works
nothing in all his writings is more delightfully whimsical than
his account of his relationship with his mohammedan slave
zeynab Z n b what could have greater exotic appeal than
this malaysian with almond shaped eyes pearl like teeth long
burnished hair tawny skin and a regal air of distinction and
what could be more in keeping with a romantic bent but on
the other hand what could be more useless their relationship
was hardly exotic she was quite ignorant she could not cook
or sew and she could not learn french in order to interpret
for him but his moral reservations would not admit of placing

her back on the slave market she was little more than extra
weight in his travel plans but he observed her smile was
delightfuldelightful11 the satirical elements are typically good natured
by no means bitter nor abusive but even this would tend to
contribute to the decline of romanticism because he is after
all laughing at its exaggerated exoticism

illIII111lil
defining the extent of an author s influence is at best an

elusive task g6rardgerardgarard de nerval s role and importance are still

oeuvresoeurresOeur yesresyff cholsieschoislesCholChoslesislessies p 163 if I1 did not think that a writer s duty is to
analyze with sincerity what he feels in grave moments of life and if I1 had
not in viewview to be useful I1 would stop here and make no attempt to describe my
later experiences in a series of visions which were either insane or vulgarly
diseased translation of geoffrey wagner p 121

rhodes p 190
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being assessed guy michaud the latest authority on french
symbolism points out that nerval went well beyond his fellow
romantiquesRomantiques in establishing norms for passing from romanti-
cism to modern tendencies arthur symons traces the origin
of symbolist literature to nerval largely on the basis of the
ideas and style apparent in aureliaaurlia gerard s opening state-
ment le ravereve est une seconde vievie simple as it is supplies
an initial basis for symons claim on him as the father of the
symbolists and surrealists muse symons further maintains that
gerard s genius to which madness had come as the liberat-
ing the precipitating spirit disengaging its finer essence con-
sisted in a power of materializing vision whatever isis most
volatile and unseizable inin vision and without losing the sense of
mystery or that quality which gives its charm to the intan-
gible 10 certainly gerardg6rardgarard represents a change inin libido a shift
from the visible to the invisible or more specifically from the
material to the spiritual which is in essence the basis of
symbolism S A rhodes whether accurate or not in his evalua-
tion is certain that baudelaire felt his influence and through
him the long lineage of symbolist post symbolist and
surrealist poets all of whom experienced what jean cocteaucouteau
has described as the incalculable repercussion of a

177nerval
the duality theme in authaaureliaaurda is identical to the symbolic

duality of hakim biamrbiair allah and yousouf who appear in a
tale in voyage en orient in this tale yousouf who is hakim s

double strikes the first blow that fells hakim just as gerard s

double who in one of hisbis visions is his mortal enemy prepares
to strike him 18 this double of gerard s is undoubtedly the
phase of his personality responsible for his own death which is
symbolically prefiguredpre figured in the tale of hakim and yousouf 19

gerard and his spiritual twin die together just as hakim and
yousouf one inflicting the death blow upon the other this is
the epitome of nerval s power to 11 materialize vision

guy michaud message postiquepoetiquepo&iquepo etique du symbolism paris librairieLibrairie nizet
1951 1I 33

arthur symons the symbolist movement in literature london constable
& company ltd 1911 p 3

symons p 3333
rhodes p 1 he quotes cocteaucouteau from essaieffat de critique indirect paris

bernard grasset nd p 44
oeuvres choisiesChoi sies ppap 177180177 180
gerard de nerval the women of cairo a translation of voyage en

orient londonlondom george routledge & sons ltd 1929 11II 617061 70
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marcel schwob whom no less an authority than pierre
champion places squarely in the mainstream of symbolism 20

offers affinities for nerval which tend to substantiate symons
postulation regarding nerval s contribution to the development
of symbolism schwob no doubt heard his father speak of
nerval for the elder schwob had been associated with him and
charles baudelaire in the printing of a literary review the
CorCorscofcornairecorsairecorsalresaireazrealrearfe satan while still a teenagerteen ager schwob wrote an erotic
version of faust and about two years later another work les
viergesvieages du feu which bears notable resemblance to les filles
du feu by nerval also schwob gave the title les faux
ulmerssaulmerssaultersSa to one of his contes after nerval s faux saulniers
histoireHis toire de rawpaw de bucquoy his sentimental journey through
the countryside of his childhood while still in his youth
schwob composed a ballade pour gerard de nerval pendulendu
Aa la fenetrefen6tremenetre d un bouge recently in 1959 john A green has
brought to light an article written my schwob with the title la
chanson populairepopu laire 21 the essential theme of which he shows to
derive from nerval s statement in chansonsChansons et legendes16gendesgendeslegendsle16 popu
laires de valois that the old chansonsChansons populairespopulaires represent

la memoirememoire et la vie des bonnes gens du temps passe there-
fore continues nerval il seralt Aa desirer que de bons poetespo&espoces
modernesmodernermodernes missentdissent Aa profit lin1inspirationlinspirationspiration naive de nos peres et
nous rendissentrendissent une foule de petits chefs d oeuvrefeuvre qui se
perdentpendentperdent 22 moreover it is apparent that this admiration for
nerval follows schwob even in his mature years according to
his dossier at the archives nationalesrationalesNationales on december 12 1894

nine years before his death he requested fifteenth century
documents formerly communicated to nerval probably for no
greater purpose than to review material in which nerval had
shown a lively interest he had learned from nerval s com-
ments regarding the documents that they contained an auto-
biography of angelique de longuevalLonguelonguevanval about whom nerval

2foreoriforfor a brief introduction to marcel schwob and his works see john A
green s marcel schwob and the talking machine a tale Aa la poe via
thomas A edison BYU studies VI 1964 414641 46 it is interesting that
since 1950 four american doctoral dissertations have been written on marcel
schwob

21seesee john A green the Lliteraryteraryferary career of marcel schwob unpublished
doctoral thesis university of washington 1960 p 54

220230oeuvreseutreseuvres choisiesChoi sies p 62 the memory and life of good folk of
yesteryear it would be desirable if good modern poets were to profit by
the simple inspiration of our forefathers and return to us a wealth of little
masterpieces which are disappearing
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wrote in les filles duA feu schwob seemed bent on utilizing the
same material to compose a play perhaps in an attempt to
surpass his master but death overtook him before the project
could be completed

A close relative of symbolism is its descendant surrealism
surrealism aims to transcend the accepted limitation of reality

to bring into literature material hitherto unused the dream and
the automatic association and to synthesize the experiences of
the consciousconscious and unconscious minds 21 its basic idea is derived

from a combination of dadaism with freud the automatic
illogical uncontrolled fantasies and associations of the mind
represent a higher reality than the realistic world 1221 this
certainly defines the basic approach in aurelia it is thus that
andre breton author of the surrealist manifesto is able to
declare it seems indeed that nerval possessed exactly the
spirit we claim kinship with 2 on the other hand though
gerard sometimes preferred his dream world to the world of
reality he rarely failed to recognize the difference between
them 212 C G jung states the case for many of the surrealists

intellect remains imprisoned within itself so long as it does not
voluntarily sacrifice its supremacy and admit the value of other
claims it shrinks from taking a step beyond itself and will not
allow that it does not possess universal validity for everything
outside its own view is nothing but phantasy 1122 gerard was
always willing to admit the value of other claims for the
surrealists the insane world is a mere prolongation of experi-
ence in the sane the subtitle of amelia is le reve et la vie
not ou la vie and gerard opens the narrative with le raver&vereve
est une seconde vie another life not a prolongation of the
conscious world hence the difference between him and his
spiritual twin his double though the general spirit and tone

dictionaryDictionai of world lit p 403
2readersreaders companion to world literature gen ed calvin S brown new

york the dryden press 1956 p 429
rhodes ppap 121 2 he quotes andre breton s Maninanimanifestemamfeftemanifestafestefettejette dusurralismedu furrealifur fealtrealisme paris

1929 p 44
A letter sent to ida ferrier amemme alexandre dunas is one of the few

staunch avowals on the part of gerard that would tend to refute the claim that
he always recognized the difference between fantasy and reality in this letter
he claims that he is as he had always been and was surprised to discover that
people thought him different under the spell of his madness rhodes ppap 171
172

27C G jung psychological types new york harcourt brace & co
1933 p 75
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of his writing is very closely akin to surrealism there is that
basic difdlfdifferenceference

another unexplored possibility as regards nerval s range
of influence is latin america following the belated ro-
mantic movement in that area which was obviously on the
decline in 1870 the writers of that generation demanded
for the most part a more subdued treatment of verse than had
been practiced by the followers of byron and hugo the
modernist movement in latin america captures and character-
izes much of the spirit of nerval s writing particularly the
nostalgic reverie and the accompanying disdain of materialism
evident in sylvie the following might have been part of their
manifesto

nous vivionsbivions alors dans une epoque6poque etrange6trangeestrange
lhomme materiel aspiraitaspirantaspi rait au bouquet de roses qui devalt iele
regenererr6g6n6rerregenerer par les mainsmains de la belle isis la deesse
eternellement6ternellement jeune et pure nous apparatssaitapparalssait dans les nuitsduits
et nous faisaitfaisant hontebonte de nos heuresheeres de jours perdus L ambition
n etait6taitewait cependant pas de notre age et I11 avide curgecuree qui se
faisaitfalsaltfaisant alors des positions et des honneurshonn eurs nous eloignait6loignalteloignaitalt des
spheres d activiteactivit6activize possibles 11II ne nous restaitrestain pour asile que
cette tour divoirerivoiredivo ire des poetespotesboetes oiloiiou nous montionsmentionsmont ions toujourstou jours
plus haut pour nous isolerhisoler de la foule A ces points eleves ouoi
nous guidguldguidaientguidalentalent nos maitres nous respironsresp irons enfin I11 airair pur des
solitudes nous buvionsbunions 1 oublifoubliboubli dans la coupe d or des le16gendes
nous etions6tionsegions ivresivres de poesie et d amour amour helas des
formes vagues des teintes roses et bleuesbledes de fantomesfant6mesfan tomes meta
phyphysiques28physiquesphysiquedsiques

this finds an echo in dario s own statement yo detestoderesto la
vida y el tiempo en que me tocotoc6toca nacer 29 compare the above
quotation from sylvie with the following definition of mod-
ernismernismeonism modernism may be described as the literary expression

21 oeuvresoeurresOeurfeyresjey choisiesChoi sies p 20 we were then living in a strange period
material man longed for the bouquet of roses which would regenerate him from
the hands of the divine isis the goddess in her eternal youth and purity ap-
peared to us by night and made us ashamed of our wasted days we had not
reached the age of ambition and the greedy scramble for honors and positions
caused us to stay away from all possible spheres of activity the only refuge left
to us was the poet s ivory tower which we climbed ever higher to isolate
ourselves from the mob led by our masters to those high places we breathed
at last the pure aairr of solitude we drank oblivion in the legendary golden cup

and we got drunk on poetry and love love however of vague forms of blue
and rosy hues of metaphysical phantoms translation by geoffrey wagner
ppap 505150 51

an anthology of spanish american literaturelitefatureliteralureLitefaLiterarufeturealureturffuff ed E herman hespelt
new york appleton century crofts 1946 p 489 1 I1 detest the life and the

time inin which it was my lot to be born
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of that mood of unrest and of dissatisfaction with the prevailing
worship of material success that marked the last few years of
the nineteenth century the young idealist of those days felt
himself thrown by fate into an environment to which he did
not belong he had a soul above the sordid aims of his fellow
men and his art and his ideals were things beyond their com-
prehension 30

the term ivory tower for which g6rardgerardgarard more than per-
haps anyone else was responsible was adopted by the modern-
ists 31 their inspiration was admittedly french their champion
ruben danodariodarlonarlo an avid reader of all the nineteenth century mas-
ters their disdain of the materialistic led them like nerval
to explore new doctrines desire new experiences discover new
truths julian del casal was attracted by japanese verse patterns
and philosophy amado nervo was a student of buddhism and
james freyre ardently studied scandinavian mythology and
philosophy and particularly the works of emmanuel swenden-
borg likewise a favorite of nerval s

it isis difficult to assess the extent of gerard s influence
through his preoccupation with time and memory on marcel
proust it isis known that proust read him extensively and re-
garded him highly but did nerval make any contribution to
his literary output perhaps proust would have written just as
much just as well and perhaps he would have said it just the
same way if nerval had never existed but the style of sylvie
the nostalgic search for his lost childhood and his idea of in-
voluntary memory in aurliaaureliaahtila suggests that proust built his
novels on the foundation laid by nerval jacques de lacretellecretelleLa
recalls one of his last visits to proust when the latter spoke of
nerval and quoted some of his poetry As lacretellecretelleLa departed
he tells us il me parutbarut que nerval et lui s 6taientetaient unis pour
me donner la clef de son oeuvrefeuvre 3212 proust himself in an un-
published notebook in the possession of madame mante proust
acknowledges however indirectly a more than normally

G dundas craig the modernist trend in spanish american poetry
berkeley university of california press 1934 p 3

selected writings p 39
12laurent lesage marcel proust and his literary friends urbana uni-

versity of illinois press 1958 p 104 lesage quotes Lacretelle from allocution
de M jacques de Lacretelle bulletin de la sochetsocietesociet des amis de marcel proust
IV 1954 p 35 it seemed to me that nerval and he had united to
give me the key to his work
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ardent friendship a shared taste 33 the following passage
from sylvie suggests at the least a shared taste je regagnai
mon lit et je ne pus y trouvercrouver iele repos plongeplong6alonge dans une demi
somnolence toute ma jeunesse repassaitrepas sait en mes souvenirs cetacet

etat6tatebat 0ou 1 esprit r6sisteresisteregiste encore aux bizarresbizarres combinaisons du
songe permetbermet souventsolvent de voirvoir se presser en quelquesquerquesquelques minutes
les tableaux les plus saillantssail lants d une longue p6riodeperiodeperiods de la vie 34

what finally is nerval s bearing if any upon the twen-
tieth century this is of course impossible to determine defin-
itivelyit he is not widely read it is not the direct influence of
his works that constitutes his present significance the mal
du sieclesi&clesincle of which he was a victim is still extant the disdain
of materialism which characterized his generation still exists
this feeling persisting in the guise of existentialist nausea is
not his doing nor is he the first to introduce the relativity of
truth but in this area his ideas are still relevant even though
they are only the echo of ideas already expressed in previous
ages what may I1 believe was gerard s constant query he
felt a kinship with a certain mohammedan cult which aside
from its pythagorean foundation that always attracted gerard
held truthandtruttruthhandbandand error to be equally deceptive god knows we
do not was their cry 3 this spirit permeates gerard s works
and echoes in the minds of those like andre gide who find it
impossible to stipulate definitively the difference between truth
and error and those who inin far greater extremity like van gogh
or holderlinh61derlinhoelderlinHolhoiderlin belong with gerard de nerval to the group of
great abnormals

andre maurolsmauroismaurodisMau rolsroisroisrols proust portrait of a genius new york harper and
brothers 1950 p 212

oeuvres choisiesChoichocao siessles p 22 1 I1 went to bed but could not rest lost in a
kind of half sleep all my youth passed through my memory again this state
when the spirit still resists the strange combinations of dreams often allows us
to compress into a few moments the most salsaisalientlent pictures of a long period of
life translation by geoffrey wagner p 53

women of cairo 11II 240



the bridge
WILLIAM L KNECHT

there isis a bridge between some of the events of the mor-
mon immigration of 1856 and later years and abraham lin-
coln then only one of the leading members of the bar on the
frontier of the united states

many changes in route and mode of commerce within the
continental united states occurred in the 18501830 s up until 1856
most immigrants bound for utah came to new orleans and
changed from ship to river boats for the trip up the mississippi
river until they reached the trails westward across the great
plains rivers formed the structure of the transportation system

while such a trip was a relatively easy affair travel along
the river particularly when done inin the late spring and early
summer seemed to produce sore distress of body or mind and
death struck at many who were seeking the land of promise
in the great basin

when the railroads became sufficiently reliable to attract
passengers and competition became sufficiently acute to reduce
the expenses for the trip the directors of the perpetual emi-
grating fund decided to route the utah bound immigrant to
new york and boston ports1ports and utilize the railroad for trans-
portationportation to the jumping off point inin iowa

thus it was that the not untypical company under the
direction of captain edward martin found themselves at the
mississippi river on july 8 1856

one of the company wrote in his journal we crossed the
river on a steamboat because the bridge was burned down 2

this type of crossing necessitated changing trains but the
immigrants had changed trains many times between boston and
rock island most of my readers who have made the train trip
across the country can probably remember changing trains and

BS brigham young university LLB harvard law school member of
the california and american bar associations

letter brigham young to F D richards dtddad september 1855 published
millennial star XVII december 27 1855 81314813 14

mcbride heber robert journal of typescript BYU library special
collections
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stations at chicago that change expected beforehand and
made with the help of porters baggage handlers and parmalleeParmallee
cars is relatively easy to negotiate but in 1856 a far different
situation existed railroading was still an exciting and new
affair 3

in 1856 changing trains was necessary at a number of
places between boston and the eastern shore of the mississippi
there was no bridge yet at the crossing of the hudson river
because of changes in railroad lines and the lack of inter
exchanged equipment it was necessary to change trains at
buffalo erie cleveland toledo and chicago

the appropriately named miss patience loader who made
the trip about this same time in 1856 wrote in later years of
the kindness of one of the guards in cleveland who found a
room upstairs in the depot where the family could stay as long
as they had to wait for a connecting train 4 it was a far difdlfdiffer-
ent

ferger

story that her brother in law john jaques told of the em-
ployees in toledo 5 he also wrote of the night they were in
chicago when a fire occurred which some of the emigrants
went to see and to help put out

that most of the changes were anticipated did not make
them any easier it is clear that the immigrants handled their
own baggage 7 and each change of trains meant handling every-
thing at least twice how often the advice given to them while
they were still in england to leave everything possible behind

december 25 1830 was the date of the first scheduled passenger service inin
america with american built equipment it was 1834 before new england had
its first passenger train serviceservice and that between boston and newton chicago
got its first locomotive the pioneer in 1848 more than a year after the
first utah pioneers were in the great salt lake valley A chronology of ameri-
can railroads association of american railroads washington DC 1962

patience loader roza archer journal typescript BYU library special
collections

he wrote Toletoietoledodc was the place where the railroad employees were the
most discourteous uncivil and harsh inin conduct towards the company scarcely
had the tratrainin arrived at the depot there when the energetic but vulgar salutation
was hurled at the emigrants why the hlh l1 don t you get out of those cars
he added his own thoughts those employees must have belonged to that
peculiar class of people who never tire of boasting that they live not in a
despotic empire nor in an effete monarchy but in a democratic republic a free
country a land of liberty where one man is as good as another and a great
deal better if he has more cheek and impudence salt lake herald january
5 1879

ibid december 1 1878
letter to writer from mr charles E fisher pres railway and locomotive

historical society inc dtddad september 24 1963 letter from james G pate
exec assistant office of public relations rock island lines dtddad july 31 1963
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must have come to mind some must have said it just goes
to show that one should follow counsel8counselcounsels8

there was however one change that was not expected
jaques reports at pond creek it was learned that the bridge
at rock island had fallen while a previous train was passing
over it 9 this change was as difficult as any previously ex-
periencedperienced for it required that baggage be offloadedoff loaded from the
traintrait from chicago carried to the steamboat landing at rock
island loaded aboard the steamer and the process reversed and
repeated on the davenport side

this loading and unloading was unexpected for while all
earlier immigrants from the eastern port cities had had to
make such a change early 1856 saw the finish of three years
work on the first bridge crossing of the mississippi river

A corporation had been formed to represent the interests of
the two railroads meeting at this point and plans laid to cross the
father of waters As welcome as a bridge across that river
may seem to us today the announcement then of such plans
was not greeted with happiness in many quarters it was con-
trary to nature if god had wanted such a bridge he d have
built it when he was arranging things such a structure it
was claimed would jam up the ice and flood out the whole
countryside such a bridge would be a peril to navigation and
most important of all it might divert trade from the river
after all the river traffic was here first

the chamber of commerce of st louis allied as it was
with the river interests declared its view that such a bridge
would be unconstitutional an obstruction to navigation dan-
gerous and that it was the duty of every western state river
city and town to take immediate action to prevent erection of
the structure LO10

millennial star XVIII 1856 122124122 124
salt lake herald december 29 1878 he continued erastus snow and

some other utah people were on that unfortunate train but escaped uninjured
no one else to the writer s knowledge has ever mentioned the involvement of
any train the bridge was open for the effleeffie afton it is hard to know what
jaques then ass t church historian was referring to

carl sandburg A lincoln the prairie years new york harcourt brace
& co 1926 vol 11II p 37
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to allay the fears of the river men the bridge was designed
with a wide draw and the draw was always to be open save
when a train was ready to cross the river

still the river men were not to be satisfied when the con-
structionst work started on the rails across the island which sat
near the middle of the river the river men appealed to jeffer-
son davis then secretary of war he forbade the bridge com-
pany to break ground for that island rock island was the
site of fort armstrong it did not seem to matter that con-
gress had spoken in 1852 and had granted rights of way to all
rail and plank roads through the public lands of the united
states 12 davis ordered the united states attorney for north-
ern illinois to seek an injunction to stop the company from
using federal lands and to prohibit them from blocking the
river the application for the injunction was heard by associate
justice john mclean of the united states supreme court who
was riding circuit13circuit13 as judges in that day were required to do
judge mclean upheld the rights of the bridge company and
denied the application 14 the company was free to proceed

construction of such a bridge was a large undertaking A
contemporary description helps visualize the magnitude

its length will be 5832 feet consisting of spans of 250
feet each exclusive of bearings the riverriver is divided into two
channels at this point by the beautiful isle rock island
the main channel is on the iowa side the second channel
upon the illinois side of the riverriver that portion of the bridge
over the main channel is 1583 feet in length the circular
shaped draw pier which stands near the center of the channel
isis 40 feet in height 46 feet inin diameter at the foundation and
37 feet at the top on each side of the draw pier is a draw of
120 feet working on the rotary principle making inin all a
clear space of 240 feet for the passage of river craft 15

this structure was completed and the first official train
passed over the first railroad bridge ever built across the mis-
sissippisissippi river on april 2523 1856 110

six months previously cincinnati had been the scene of an-
other different record making accomplishment the fastest

lowalawaiowalowa As it Is in 1855 etc chicago ill111111.iliiiilii keen and lee 1855 ppap 91
95795 7

10 stats 28 1852
district court for the united states for the northern districtdistrict of illinois
united states vs railroad bridge co et al 6 mclean 517
parker ppap 959795 97 he gives extended additional details
A chronology of american railroads p 3
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ship of her draft some two hundred and thirty feet long side
wheels measuring thirty feet across with seven hundred ton
capacity the effie afton which had just entered the waters was
the talk of the men and boys who lived for the river captain
john S hurd had invested more than forty thousand dollars
in the latest word in river boats

it was the meeting of this boat and the new bridge that
made history railroad historians describe the events leading up
to may 6 1856 in dark and sinister terms

the effie afton was moving slowly none knew the steam-
boat s mission her destination hadnhaan t been announced pub-
licly it never was 17 her appearance was a surprise her mismlsmis-
sion was a closely guarded secret 18

to be objective one must admit it is difficult to see into
men s hearts especially after the lapse of more than one hun-
dred years there is no reason to think that a ship of this size
moving slowly on its first trip through a strange and new
drawbridge was suspicious it isis impossible to say whether any-
one knew of the ship s mission it is reported that she carried
two hundred passengers if that is so it is hard to imagine
that they were on board but unaware of their destination 19

whatever the reason for the ship s being at-rock island
there is not very much dispute about the sequence of events
thereafter the railroad account reports that the effie afton
had cleared the draw then heeled over hard to the right her
starboard engine stalled her port engine seemingly speeded
up 20 beveridge reports only that while in the draw the boat
struck one of the piers 21 sandburg says she rammed into a
pier of the bridge 22 john J duff wrote of the event

parker the pilot pulled the bell ropes and was answered
by faint singlingsjinglingsjinglings in the engine room below while the boat s

speed slackened the handsome river boat swung into the draw
of the bridge and then as one of her side wheels stopped

albert J beveridge abraham lincoln 180918581809 1858 boston houghton
mifflin company 1928 p 598 says she was bound for st paul

rock island lines news digest XI no io10 october 1952 16

they could have debarked at davenport where the effie afton landed
on may 5

rock island lines news digest XI no 10 october 1952 16
beveridge p 598
sandburg 11II 37
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struck one of the piers was catapulted against another and
bounced back onto the first 23

the impact must have done some damage to the bridge
and its piers but the disaster came from a fire resulting from
an overturned stove in one of the boat s cabins the fire spread
to the deck of the boat ignited its cargo and then leapt high
to ignite the bridge timbers the wooden work of the bridge
pinepirie and oak burned easily one span was completely destroyed
and fell into the river in five minutes the steamer was a total
loss

the bridge was closed to further rail use until september
8 during that period all traffic passenger and freight
returned to the river it is impossible to reconstruct the volume
of that trafbraftrafficficgic but we know that from the date traffic was
restored until august 8 of the following year 1 I11I1 months
74179 passengers made the crossing on the bridge 2421 we know
that 4395 emigrants were sent out from liverpool by the
church authorities during the 1856 seasonseason25225 and those who
crossed the river must have made the same changes that robert
mcbride did

captain hurd who had just lost 50000 in the value of his
ship and who faced claims for loss of cargo and injuries to
passengers lost no time in bringing suit against the bridge
company 26 the river men said 1 I told you so the st louis
republican wrote the railroad bridge at rock island is an
intolerable nuisance it isis utterly impossible for any man
not an idiot to note the disasters at rock island and honestly
ascribe them to any other cause than the huge obstruction to
navigation which the bridge company have built there and
insist shall remain even though lives by the score and property
by the millions are destroyed each year we have rarely seen
such illustration of such supercilious insolence 27 the

john J duff A lincoln prairie lawyer new york rinehart & co
1960 p 334

2theathethe figure is used by lincoln in his closing argument to the jury
quoted by duff op cit p 342 quoting the chicago daily press

millennial star leroy XVIII 1856 542
ehurdhurd2hurd et al v the rock island bridge co better known as the effie

afton case the plaintiff alleged that the effie afton was carefully and skill-
fully navigated at the time and that the boat was forcibly driven bbyy the
currents and eddies caused by the said piers against one of them they also
alleged that the bridge was a permanent obstruction to navigation the defend-
ants denied the charges

st louis republican as quoted in the chicago tribune may 18 1857 p 3
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chicago tribune aware of the value of a railroad connection
across the river to its community took up the challenge facts

do not warrant the incessant clamor kept up by those who
insist that the magnificent and necessary structure shall be torn
down we trust that the outcries of the st louis and
river press may be silenced 28

the complete story is told elsewhere and is too long to
recount here 2921 of special interest however is the fact that
abraham lincoln was retained by the owners of the bridge to
defend their interests the battle which took place is regarded
as one of the most celebrated cases in lincoln s entire ca-
reer it stands out as the highest point of his career
at the illinois bar it did more for his reputation as a lawyer
than any other case he ever tried 10

lincoln shared his assignment to defend the bridge owners
with two other then well known and able attorneys the in-
terests of the river men in general and of captain hurd in
particular were extremely well attended to by outstanding coun-
sel but because of later events in history lincoln s part in this
case has survived as part of the folklore surrounding that great
man with lincoln were norman judd and joseph knox for
the defense hezekiah M wead corydon beckwith and tim-
othy D lincoln31lincoln31 carried the burden for the plaintiffs it
appears that judd and knox conducted the presentation of the
evidence and most of the cross examination for the bridge in-
tereststerests there is no question however that abraham lincoln
took part in the presentation of the case and to him was re-
served the critical matter of closing the defendant s case before
the jury

lincoln spent a great deal of time at the site of the wreck
with the bridge engineer benjamin brayton sr he went back
and forth and back and forth through the draw 3 he talked
to river pilots and boat captains he measured and measured
and remeasured it was said that lincoln knew the bridge
better than the man who made it

chicago tribune april 17 1857 p 2

duff chapter XX
ibid p 332
apparently no kin to A lincoln ibid p 336

ab2bB B brayton the crossing of the river the turning point for the
railroad and the west davenport democrat and leader half century edi-
tion oct 22 1905

russell charles edward A rafting on the mississippiafarafrr rr new york cen-
tury 1928 p 677267 72
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models and maps were prepared and presented to the jury
lincoln turned his experience on the river to good advantage
he could correct the boat s pilot on matters of navigation and
currents and the effects of the effie affonsaftons displacement in
the draw 34

mr lincoln s seven hour closing speech to the jury has
been characterized as demonstrating his aversion to long
windedness 35 perhaps so timothy D lincoln stated the plain-
tiff s position and the jiuryjuryuryreceivedury received a long charge from judge
mclean who was back again from washington

the jury retired to seek a verdict after some hours it re-
ported back that it stood nine to three and could not see any
hope for agreement judge mclean then recalled them ac-
cepted the foreman s report and dismissed them this was the
end of the effie afton case 3

thus the bridge remained though still subject to attack 37

to carry countless thousands even tens of hundreds of thou-
sands of settlers across the father of waters to the great regions
of the west not only the utah immigrants but all those who
sought a better life were benefittedbenefitted by the abilities of judd
knox and lincoln lincoln had a vision of the value of the
bridge demands of travel and trafbraftrafficfic from east to west
are important it is growing larger and larger building
up new countries with a rapidity never before seen in the
history of the world this current travel has its rights as
well as that of north and south this bridge must be treated
with respect in this court and is not to be kicked about with
contempt 38 how few of those who subsequently crossed that
bridge ever suspected what an obligation they owed to abra-
ham lincoln prairie lawyer

pilot parker has shown here that he does not understand the draw I1
heard him say that the fall from the head to the foot of the pier was four feet
he needs information he could have gone there and seen there was no such
fall chicago daily press september 24 1857

rduff p 343
according to duff for the defendant ibid but see beveridge who

reports the majority stood for the plaintiff 603
rock island lines news digest p 17
chicago daily press



yeats and the invisible people
of irelandire lanian cac1

by DOUGLAS HILL

perhaps it is unkind to yeats during the centennial of his
birth to bring up some of his rather embarrassing excursionsexcursions
into hermetic philosophy theosophy and fairy lore many critics
see in his prolonged interest inin psychic phenomena and folk
superstition a forgivable but nevertheless unfortunate lapse in
rational and poetic discrimination at best they see it as a charm-
ing pretense an engaging tongue in cheek preoccupation for
surely no sophisticated man of the twentieth century it is

argued could believe in such little folk for example as will-
iam allingham writes of in his poem the fairies

we daren t go a hunting
for fear of little men

wee folk good folk
trooping all together

green jacket red cap
and white owl s feather

if belief inin fairies and leprechaunsleprechauns is the mark of a feeble or
untutored mind then we must look elsewhere for an explana-
tion of yeats apparent credulity for surely his mind was not
feeble or untutored however if yeats beliefs were not merely
an eccentric susceptibility we should undertake a sincere exami-
nation of just what they were

in this paper I1 would like to mention briefly the positions
from which we usually judge yeats propensity for the occult
then limit the discussion to his belief in the invisible people of
ireland the sleathsleagh math or good people so called to avoid
incurring their wrath or enmity leprechaunsleprechauns cluricaunscluricaune
pookasbookas banshees merrowsberrowsmer rows fir darrigsdarriesdarrigs etc furthermore I1

would like to show how yeats could be induced to accept the
reality of these amusing mischievous and sometimes dreadful
creatures

mr hill is instructor in english at brigham young university
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the attitudes from which we usually examine yeats oc-
cultism range from disapprobation to firm approval not a
small number of critics have thought as auden does that the
occult was nonsense an understandable consequence of the
great turn of the century argument between reason and imagina-
tion but nevertheless something he accepted not because it is

true but because it is interesting 1

but according to arland ussher yeats was indeed a charla-
tan but a sort of legitimate one

As shaw was continually called a montebankmountebankmontebank so yeats was
often called a charlatan or a believer inin charlatanry and
there was some plausibility inin both descriptions only as
shaw was content to be a fool for truth and a life closer to
truth as he conceived it so yeats desired only to be a
charlatan for the purposes of poetry 2

if we can accept ussher s explanation yeats was playing a role
posturing for the sake of his poetry but the almost unabated
energy he poured into his studies of the esoteric culminating
in that peculiar work of imagination A vision suggests a firm
belief rather than an expedient affectation this of course
doesndoean t rule out the possibility that a practiced belief in the
fantastic couldncoulden t become later on a genuine commitment it
is one of the functions of poetry to transform skepticism into
belief

richard ellmann inin answer to the question of whether or
not yeats actually believed inin his esoteric studies has this to
say

it cannot be answered simply As a man he sometimes
believed inin his system and sometimes did not at first he
had more confidence in the communication of the automatic
writing as spirits beyond space and time than he afterwards
retained As a poet he largely accepted his father s position
that the poet must be free of dogma and formula but he
feared that the real reason for his reluctance to use the visionVISI01z

inin his verse might be his timidity and therefore wrote a few
poems explicitly didactic based on the system to salve his
conscienceconscience 3

had yeats been a practicing charlatan there is little likelihood
that he would have shown reluctance to utilize the vision in

see W H auden the permanence of yeats ed by james hall and martin
steinmann new york 1950 p 346

arland ussher three great irishmen new york 1957 p 51
richard3richardarichard ellmann yeats the man and the masks new york 1948 p

230
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his poetry indeed there is no simple answer we suspect that
yeats belief in the occult was intimately concerned with his
poetry and since we know so little about both the occult and
creativity their interanimationinteranimation is little understood

before turning to what yeats himself says about his belief
in fairies we might find it useful to define them it should be
noted that the word fairies is used generically to refer to the
various forms of invisible people A definition of them can be
as elusive as the fairies themselves but they do have character-
istics about which there is general agreement they are ethereal
creatures changeable like mist and clouds invisible most of the
time a sort of ultrarefinedultra refined substance or as it is sometimes put
congealed air they are usually seen as a race of tall handsome
frolicsome people or short wretchedly ugly people with dis-
positions to match although they can be found everywhere
in hawthorne bushes lakes castles bogs and glens their own
land is tir na wogmogN og a country where time does not exist and
and where the inhabitants remain forever young

robert kirk who described the gaelic fairies in the secret
commonwealth 1691 called them the subterranean people
or the abstruse people 4

lady gregory describes the sidhe or fairies this way

the sidhe cannot make themselves visible to all they
are shape changers they can grow small or grow large
they can take what shape they choose they appear as men or
women wearing clothes of many colourscolouoscolours of today or of some
old forgotten fashion or they are seen as bird or beast or
as a barrel or a flock of wool they go by us in a cloud of
dust they are as many as the blades of grass 5

unlike many grim brooding manifestations of the occult
fairies are vital lively and colorful there is even something
of timid affection between men and spirits they only ill treat
each other in reason each admits the other to have feelings 6

of these people yeats says in the celtic twilight no
matter what one doubts one never doubts the fairiesfaeriesfaeries 7

whether this is the residual superstition from yeats childhood

lady gregory visions and beliefs in the west of ireland collected and
arranged byhy lady gregory with two essays and notes byhy W B yeats new
york 1920 p 265

ibidwidmidmij p 67
W B yeats mythologies london 1959 p 7
ibid p 106
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speaking or yeats himself is difficult to determine the ques-
tion for many critics remains was yeats capable of distinguish-
ing between volitional belief and a possible hoax that irrepres-
sible and fugitive memory sometimes plays on the mature
mind virginia morre in the unicorn recounts one of yeats
early experiences with fairies in sligo

visiting his middleton cousins at rossesbosses point near
sligo he often entered the cottages roundabout and it was
there he first heard the quaint doings of the wee folk like
many irish a cousin lucy middleton had second sight she
described amazing experiences willy too had heard mysteri-
ous sounds and seen mysterious sights it did not occur to him
to doubt the invisible 8

it is not entirely clear whether a belief in the occult pre-
ceded or followed a belief in fairies in yeats adult life whether
both were consequences of a predisposition for numinous ex-
periencesperiences in other words there is no assurance that an explana-
tion of yeats search for illumination in the occult is consistent
with his affirmation of the existence of fairies the two are
related but not necessarily concomitant

an acquaintance with the peculiar irish logic at work in
these matters would be helpful in understanding the basis for
yeats belief for example in the celtic twilight yeats tells
of several connaught feniansfeniane who apparently convince a group
of townspeople of the reality of a fairy pig by showing them
that it isncisn t there 9 the reasoning seems to be thus of course
it s a fairy pig you can t see it now can you irrefutable logic
indeed again a woman in county dublin replies to yeats
question concerning the fishermen s knowledge of mermaids

indeed they don t like to see them at all 10 I1 obtained the
following information in rosmucrosmus county galway a tiny
gaelic speaking parish A local schoolmaster told me that many
of the local inhabitants were apprehensive over his safety be-
cause his house was built on a fairy path the fact that the
schoolmaster had lived there for several years without observ-
ing any wondrous phenomena failed to controvert their belief

this logic might appear all the more wondrous when it is
noted that a belief in fairies and fairy tales often existed side

virginia moore the unicorn new york 1954 p 9
yeats op cit p 67
W B yeats ed irish folk stories and fairy taleytales new york nd

p xi
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by side with an equally devoted belief in christianity without
either absorbing or transforming the other

the rationalist immediately spots the absurdity of the quaint
logic in these stories unqualified belief cannot precede the
evidence for it but in these matters it does because belief for
these people is to fairy lore what evidence is to rationality the
framework of assumptions or laws in each system governs the
limits of its application rules of evidence in the fullest sense
are inadmissableinadmissible or simply irrelevant in dealing with the little
people belief cannot be disproved without repudiating it as an
experience but experience with the elusive world of the fairies
is part of the very texture of irish life belief then is emotional
and cannot be acquired through the usual channels of study
rather the reverse is the case knowledge is acquired through
belief it might be anachronistic to believe in fairies but it
isnt necessarily the mark of intellectual inferiority to seek in
irrationality a substitute for an emotionally faltering society
completeness of form is not judged by its submission to reason
but by its power to please or to elicit wonder therefore a
thing is complete only when it evokes belief or it is miraculous
only when it is confirmed by the imagination A belief in fairies
is taken for granted it is an assent without apology or explana-
tion one believes in science because it works it gets results
one believes in fairies because they animate life and release
latent images of reality that lie somewhere in the deep in-
accessible regions of the mind

A landscape animated by invisible presences heightens the
observer s aesthetic response the difference between the history
of a locality and the fairy lore is that the history is dead the
events have happened but the fairies are still alive and can
only be kept alive by belief even if the belief contradicts
rational judgment furthermore contradiction itself does not
require explanation some things are revealed through or be-
cause of it just as mystery does not always plead for clarifica-
tion because clarification would destroy its holy persuasion it
can be seen that for the irish belief is based on the depth of
what is not known when the possible becomes probable
man s spirit is somehow diminished

yeats did not have to define these nuances of belief be-
cause he was already a typical irish visionary the fairies were
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part of the irish racial imagination that he inherited the ffactact
that he was a poet and found these irrational predispositions
useful does not argue that he decisively chose to augment his
fertile imagination with myths and folklore though certainly
there was conscious efeffortfort in this direction particuparticaparticularlylarlybarly in his
attempt to reintegrate ancient tradition in contemporary life
and literature

yet it would hardly do to think that yeats lied about his
belief in the invisible people even to insure the continuity of
irish tradition or even for the sake of establishing a harmony
of forms in the first case belief based on deception leads to
discovery repudiation and disorientation in the second case
belief based on convenience lacks conviction hence it is no
belief at all but arbitrary and mechanical pretense like ritual
without content or like pascal s severely rational argument for
an acceptance of god to yeats unity was of utmost import-
ance he never gave up hope of bringing together myth and
fact into a new religion or as he called it a new sacred drama
of unity of being 11 myths cannot elicit unifying belief if they
have lost their sacramental value that is if their attempt to har-
monize a diversity of forms is based solely on intellectual dis-
crimination

yeats felt that fairies everywhere and in everything pre-
vented a dissociation of the conscious and the unconscious and
further led to a harmony of reality the crucial question was
not whether the fairies actually existed but whether a belief in
them would unify man with his environment harmonize the
past with the present the rational with the irrational of
course a belief in fairies per se would not confer all these
benefits on an individual but the attitude toward reality that
makes a belief of this kind possible would fairies in addition
symbolized yeats acceptance of a wider world of epipheno-
menal creatures and his refusal to make any more concessions
to a science bent on trivializing every belief not based on rigidly
prescribed rules of evidence L A G strong says

believing that all material objects were representations or
dramatisationsdramatizationsionslons of a reality which did not end with their

destruction and that their form was decided more or less
arbitrarily by human perceptions he naturally drew less
distinction than do most men between what everyone sees

ellmann op citcifcirclr p 291
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which we call reality and what only a few see which we
call illusion 12

convinced that the purely physical and the purely psychical are
artificial yeats was free to believe in fairies because he had
disburdened himself from the rational foundation upon which
any objections could be raised whether his belief in fairies
was neurotic or merely childish there seems to be substantial
evidence that it was genuine had it not been there is doubt
that his mythic poetry and occult investigations could have been
sustained for the greater portion of his life at any rate it is
more important to try to understand yeats belief than to
explain it away or to apologize for it

according to ernst curtius

man creates tools with which to work matter hence his in-
tellect isis adapted to the world of solid bodies and is most
successful inin the sphere of mechanics but just as life is safe
under the guidance of instinct so it is endangered in the
sphere of the intellect if intellect encounters no resistance
it can threaten the existence both of the individual and of
society it bows only to facts ie to perceptions if nature
wished to take precautions against the perils of the intellect
she would have to produce fictitious perceptions and facts
they have the effect of hallucinations ie they appear to the
mind to be real beings and can influence conduct this ex-
plains the simultaneous existence of intelligence and super-
stitionsti tion only intelligent beings are superstitious the fic
tion making function functionfonctionforictionfoncforic tion fabulatricefabulatrice has become
necessary to life it isis nourished by the residuum of instinct
which surrounds the intellect like an aura instinct cannot
directly intervene to protect life since the intellect reacts only
to perceived images instinct creates imaginary 11 perceptions 13

yeats the poet and yeats the visionary were one and the same
his poetry and his belief both led to a suspension of time as in
dreams and in myths where reality endures and facts as we
know them slide away into the irrecoverable past

see L A G strong william butler yeats scattering branches ed by
stephen gwynn new york 1940 ppap 209210209 210

ernst robert curtius european literature and the latin middle ages
new york 19531955 p 8
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and spiritual period

by BERTRAND LOGAN BALL JJRR

although edouard estaunieestauni6Estaunie is not widely known outside of
france his novels are stimulating to study because of the great
interest which his ideas have for those devoted to the quest of
high moral and spiritual values A popular writer in his own
country during the 1920 s at the time of his election to the
french academy he is still interesting today because of his
evolution as a novelist he began writing in the tradition of
the naturalistsnatura lists who were essentially materialistsmateria lists and fatalists
but later during his metaphysical or spiritual period he de-
veloped toward a high spirituality and a clear concept of free
agency or freedom of the will

edouard estaunieestauni6Estaunie 186219421862 1942 was born in dijon france
of a family of the upper middle class A jansenist gravity char-
acterized the languedociansLanguedocians of his father s side ascetic ten-
dencies ran strongly among the burgundiansBurgund ians of his mother s

family his father died before he was born M monthieuponthieuMonthieu his
maternal grandfather took charge of his education the boy
was required to study assiduously and he was not permitted to
indulge in many distractions he received love encouragement
and understanding from his mother who compensated in some
measure for the sternness of M monthieuponthieuMonthieu

estaunieestauni6Estaunie prepared for a career in civil engineering which
began in 1886 when he successfully passed the examination for
the administration of post offices and telegraphs he rose
steadily to positions of importance eventually becoming in
spector general of the administration of telegraphs during
the first world war the british government appointed him
to a high post in telecommunications after the war he was
called to strasbourg by the french government to head a com-
mission for the liquidation of german property in alsace
lorraine

despite this extensive and rigorous career in public life he
maintained a consistent literary career launched before he enter

dr ball is assistant professor of french at brigham young Univeruniversituniversityuniversiasit
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ed public life with the publication in 1884 of his first literary
work Symsymphonicphonie en ut mineurmineur a short lyric piece 1 his literary
vocation had been discovered by his mother when he was only
seven years old this precocious talent modified by the scien-
tific education which he received affected his early novels he
developed his psychological critical and artistic powers in the
field of journalism he contributed some seventy articles of
criticism in the field or art and literature to three periodicals
la gazette diplomatiqueDiplomatique le mmorialmemorial diplomatiqueDiplomatique and la
revue des musmeseesmuseeses in spite of his many responsibilities as a civil
servant estaunieestauni6Estaunie persistently set aside two hours in the middle
of the day to work on his novels he retired from government
service in 1919 in order to devote more time to writing he was
elected to the french academy inin 1923 he died in paris

the novels novelettesnoveletternovelettes and short stories of estaunieestauni6Estaunie can be
divided into two groups those of the naturalistic period and
those of the spiritual or metaphysical period estaunieestauni6Estaunie himself
acknowledges the validity of this dichotomy

dans ma vie de romancier il y a deuxbeux p6riodesperiodesperiodsperiodes bien distinctesdistinctes
qui correspondent aa un changement metaphysiquem6taphysiquemeta physique la pre-
miere va justu Aa la vie secrete en passant parl lempreinte et
le ferment la seconsecondeclecie est la p6riodeperiodeperiods actuelleactuelle 2

the first period was naturalistic

J ai fait mes debuts de romancier en poeinejoeine epoque naturalistenaturaliste
fatalsfavalsJ avais 6critecritearit tout d abord deuxbeux livres de science pure 3

mes fortes etudes6tudeseludes scientifiques m avalent impregneimpr6gn6impregne d un
positivisme eperdu6perdusperdu que j ai expose plus tard dans Lilepavepadepave

maismals les deuxbeux ouvragesoutrages les plus caract6ristiquescaracteristiques de cette
periodep6riodeperiods furentaurent successivementsuccessive ment lempreintelenipreinte et le ferment

dans lempreinte i avais determine les effetseffects d une
education religieuserelig ieuse trop forte et laissantnaissantlaissant insuffisamment
place au libre arbitrealbitrearbitre malsmaismaismals bientotblent6tbienblen tot clansdans le ferment j6tudiaisj etudiais
au contrairecontraire les consequences d un enseignement purementlurementpurement
scientifique dans des esprits depourvusd6pourvus du soutienroutien de la
morale 4

Symsymphonicphonie en ut mineur trouveetrouve dans un carnet plaquette published under
the auspices of la nouvelle gaule an ephemeral literary roupgroup 1884 re-
published semaine liffeLitteLiWlimlibrairelitteraireliwrairerairetalfe geneva january 9 1897 ppap 222322 23

robert valette entretienEntretien avecabec edouard estauni6estaunieEstaunie revue des visagedvisagesVi sages VI
march 1928 p 3 see also henri villemotfillemotVil lemot ed quelquesquerquesQuelques propos de M

edouard estaunieestauni6Estaunie bourgogne dor december 1933 p 38
les sources denergiedgnergiedevergiededgnergie elertelecteiertelectriqueilectriquerique paris librairies imprimeries reuniesr6uniesteuniesReunies

1895 traitetrait pratique de telecommunication elertelecteiertelectriqueiectriqueriquefique telegrapheetelegraphietljgraphle telephemetelephometlphonie
paris dunoddonod 1904

valette op cit ppap 343 4
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the principal works of this period are un simple 1891
bonne dame 1891 lempreinte 1895 le ferment 1899
and lepave 1901 la vrevievie secrete 1908 although contain-
ing characteristics of naturalism is more properly placed in the
second period

the naturalistic works are motivated by the concept that
human beings are a product of heredity environment and the
attendant circumstances of life hippolyte taine termed these
factors race milieu and moment the denouementd6nouement of the
novels of this period is an inevitable result of the interaction
of these forces upon the individual

un simple concerns a young bourgeois of toulouse ste-
phane deschantresDeschantres he inherited weak health his early en-
vironmentviron ment hampered his physical and emotional growth he
was forced to study long hours without exercise and social con-
tacts having lost his father he was raised by a domineering
mother who treated him alternately with effusive tenderness
and unreasonable severity his schoolmates teased him un-
mercifully because he was awkward timid and slow of mind
during the summer of his nineteenth year he and his mother
sojournsojournedsojourneyed in the country the daily contact with nature
strengthened his health and hastened his emotional and sexual
maturity sensual desires awakened within him causing him to
feel excited and guilty at the same time he eventually dis-
covered that his mother was carrying on a clandestine love
affair with a married cousin stephane s delicate and sensitive
nature was shocked so deeply that failing in his attempt to
persuade her to leave her lover he ended his life by drowning
himself inin a river the denouement is an inevitable result of
the forces of heredity environment and circumstances acting
upon the protagonist over a period of time

leonard clan the hero of uempremtelempreinte was an orphan
raised at the jesuit school of saint louislouls de gonzague at nevers
he had inherited keen intelligence and sensitivity his early
environment developed his religious nature to the utmost pres-
sure was brought upon him by the jesuits to enter their order
his intelligence however recognized the inadequacy of the
academic instruction which he was receiving and the under-
handed methods of his teachers his pride refused to submit to
a rule of absolute obedience to one s superiors upon gradua-
tion he rejected the priesthood and left for paris having lost
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his religious faith he turned to social reform he wrote a few
articles and aspired to give a series of lectures yet his jesuit
education had neglected to stimulate his intellectual curiosity
and to develop within him the ability to examine documents
and ideas with scientific objectivity he lacked the prerequisites
for becoming an effective social leader he lost the opportunity
to give the lectures because of a plot against him on the part
of his former teachers his contempt for women made him
unfit for marriage his religious nature craved a faith which
he could not find in a society of agnostics and materialistsmaterialists
after the death of his only close friend leonard returned to
nevers and decided to enter the jesuit order in an attempt to
regain his lost faith

julien dartotbartot the protagonist of le ferment was a peasant
who had inherited the ugliness of his father As an engineering
student in paris he came to scorn his peasant background
studying diligently he dreamed of a life of prestige luxury
and pleasure which he would lead after graduation from the
ecole centrale once he had received his diploma however he
was unable to find a position in paris and was obliged to
accept a mediocre factory job in belgium he felt that society
had treated him unjustly since he had made the effort in school
to achieve success and wealth and yet had been denied these
rewards in the outside world upon the death of his father he
inherited a small amount of money which he risked at gambling
having won a fortune he returned to paris to engage in dis-
honest financial manipulations and avenge himself on the
world he soon rose to rank and wealth

determinism is expressed many times inin the naturalistic
novels nature is conceived as a vast accumulation of matter
and energy of force and equilibrium in a constant state of
flux man is a tiny unimportant part of the universal scheme
of things his mind and body are subject to mechanical laws
the concept of good and evil is only a figment of his imagina-
tion

lhomme ne vit que par la nature il hestdestn est que pour la
servirserver elle le faconnefgonnefionnefaconne 1 eleve161&ve docile plein ddilluillusionssions il11

obeitob6itobeid accomplit son roleroie et modifiantmodifiant les energies disponiblesdisponibles
concourtvoncourtcon court aa 11 oeuvrefeuvre commune de transformation

regardezgardezregarderRe encore de plus prespros il n y a partout que justice
rien ne se perd ni ne se cr6ecraecree dit un axiomeaxiomsaxiomsaxiome de physique
chaque force quelle que soit sa nature rencontre une autre
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force qui lui est egale notre etre miserable n 6chappe pas 1a
11 universaliteuniversalit6universalizeuniver salite de la loi matieremati&ematibe et esprit subissentsubissent les memes
necessitesn&essit6snecessitiesnecess ites mecaniquesm6caniques II11il dyn y a je iele repete ni bien nini malinalmaiinai
ilii n 1

y a que des forces et des equilibres6quilibresequietui libres 5

it must be borne in mind that the protagonists of the novels
of the naturalistic period although products of heredity en-
vironmentvironment and circumstances are not the character types
created by zola they are not symbolic representations of a
whole social class they are not conceived in terms of instincts
and primitive emotions on the contrary they are individuals
unique and different from others they are sensitive beings
endowed with intelligence and strong wills estaunieestauni6Estaunie carefully
analyses their thoughts and emotions in the course of his nar-
rativesratives noting the manner in which they react to their environ-
ment

the second phase of estaunieestaunicsEstaunie s literary development may be
termed spiritual

la seconde partie de ma vie litterairelitt6rairelitteraire reprendreerendreprend edouard
estaunieestauni6Estaunie que commence Aa martirpartir de la dieviedlevrevieure secrete est due ia
une crise metaphysiquem6taphysiquemetaphysique je venaisbenais de decouvrir la solitude
interieureint6rieureinterieure et iele silence 1impossibilitelimpossibilit6 d atteindreatteindre ie mysteremyst&emystery
de notre destin

nous nous etendons6tendonseten dons en surface mais pas en profondeurprofondeur
de la 1lideeidge que la sciencescience ne loue pas un roleroie absolu et ne
nous conduit pas voyez vous nous sommes enveloppesenvelopp6senveloppes
ddinconnuinconnu 11II y a des forces agissantesagissantes en dehors de nous
memes et qu on dan a pas encore determineesd6termin6esdeterminedeterminerses la rupture entre
la matieremati&relatiere et les forces intellectuelles dexisten existe pas le trait
d unionunion est encore 1inconnufinconnu 6

the principal works of the spiritual period are la vrevievie secrete
1908 les chaseschoses volent 1913 solitudes 1917 cascenlascenL ascen-

sionslonsion de M baslvrebaslevrebasiBasledreevre 1919 lappel de la route 1921

linfirmelmfirmeLinLmfirme aux mains de aumllumllumierere 1923 le labyrinth e 1924
teis equilsquils aurentfurent 1926 and madame claramclapamclapain 1931 the
chief characteristics of these works is the emergence of spiritual
phenomena such as the soul the secret life and solitude as
dominating realities in estaunieestaunicsEstesiaunie s universe

the concept of the soul as an entity separate from the body
is first developed inin la vievie secrete spiritual health isis regarded
as determining physical health one of the characters dr

lempreinte paris peninperrinpen in 1895 ppap 268269268 269
valette op atcitcirclr p 7
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pontillacpontillasPontil lac states J estime qu en tout temps la sante de lameiamelime1 ame
1177commande au corps

extrasensory perception is a notable feature of the writings
of the spiritual period the characters are sensitive to the
thoughts and feelings of others even though they do not com-
municatemunicate with them through thefivethe five senses in moments of
crisis souls have recourse with direct contact A certainscertainecertains
moments la parole cesse de compter on n est plus sensible
qu au peuplement de I1rairfairair par lin1invisiblelinvisiblevisible emanation des amesames 8

M lormer in lappel de la route loved his daughter so
intensely that when her attitude toward him changed he sensed
it immediately

si par hasard vous avez aimealme ce dont je vous plaindraisplaindrais
fallaitfallain il11 que vous vissiezvissiez pour apprendre quandluand on 6taitetaitewait las
de votre presence vous iele sentiezsentielsentiez ce que ronfon1 on sent est autre
ment certain que ce que 11 on voit sentir c est happer
limpond6rable1imponderable tater lin1invisiblelinvisiblevisible atteindreatteindre la ouot iele regard ne
penetrep6n&tremenetre pas dans un doute poignant je vous iele demandemandedebandede
est ce vos yeuxbeux que vous consultezconsultedconsul tez ou la perception intimeantime
continue que la raisonralsonraisonralson m6prisemeprisereprise et qui heureusementheureusement veille
Aa sa place pour notre garde9gardea

adeleadgie doublet and her daughter aurelieaurelle characters of telfteis
quilsqutlseuils aurentfurent had such apprehension toward the future that
their emotion filled the atmosphere of their house

it est trestr&stras difficile d expliquer pourquoipourquoypourquoi une maisonmalsonmaisonmalson
change et mamem6mememe en quoi elle change 11II est cependant incon-
testable qu ia certainscertainecertains moments et tout d un coup sans que
rien soit modifiemodifi6modified dans iele train de vievie ou I11 aspect materiel des
choseschases 1 atmosphreatmosphere se transformetransformedtransforme rairfair1 air vibrekibre autrementautremontautrement
chacunchabun rode d une piecepike ia I11 autre sans les reconnaitrereconnoitre et la
paix coutumierecoutumi&ecostumierecoutumiere fait place ia une irresistible anxieteanxi6t6anxiety 10

the souls of the dead communicate with the living A
baslevrebasl&vreBaslbasievre the protagonist of LasL lascensionascensioncension de M basmorebaslevrebasmvrebasiBasleureevre learned
to love claire gros in a pure and unselfish way her death
brought them closer together spiritually claire s soulsoutsoui accom-
panied M baslevrebaslvreBaslbasievre wherever he went counseling and guiding
him the protagonist of madame clapkinclapainClapain ida cadifoncadisonCad ifon learned

la vie secrete paris perrin 1908 p 312
lappel de la route paris hachette 1930 p 280
ibid p 54

lot107telsteisaelselseis equilsquils aurentfurent paris perrin 1927 p 86
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the reason for the suicide of her boarder madame clapainclapkinClapain
she kept the secret for which the latter had sacrificed her life
and gained a spiritual joy which transfiguredtrans figured her former self
once she saw the dead woman before her peacefully speaking
to her of the rewards of self sacrifice 11

things that is the material possessions of the characters
become vessels which receive their souls the innermost emo-
tions and desires of individuals are preserved in these things
forever three pieces of furniture in an old house in dijon
witness violent and tragic events occurring over a period of
three generations the clock the mirror and the desk are wit-
nesses to a crime and its expiation it is their recollections
which form the basis of the novel entitled les chaseschoses volentdolent

solitude is the most important phenomenon in all of the
novels of estaunieestauni6Estaunie both those of the naturalistic period and
those of the spiritual period the importance of solitude lies in
the decisive effect which it exercises on the lives of the char-
acters in the naturalistic novels solitude was conceived as the
result of heredity environment and circumstances stephane
deschantresDeschantres solitude was due to his nayvet6naivete and timidity stem-
ming from weak health and early environmental conditions
leonard clan s solitude was developed as his keen intelligence
and sensitivity were fashioned in such a way that he could not
adjust to the outside world julien dartotbartot s solitude arose from
his feeling of inferiority at being an ugly peasant

in the spiritual period solitude is conceived as a transcend-
ent reality imposed upon all men it is not essentially derived
from heredity or environment it stems from the very nature of
man and the universe in the spiritual novels solitude is first
conceived in terms of the secret life this phenomenon is
defined and described in the novel la vie secrete the secret
life is the spiritual force which rules the human soul and
determines its destiny human beings experience it as the love
which they have for some activity or some person perhaps
themselves it remains unknown to others for each person is
walled inin by his own emotional and spiritual nature for a
long time it appears that the secret life does not exist it is
masked by conventional behavior suddenly it bursts forth up-
setting the life of the individual great joy comes to those who
forget themselves to give unselfishly to others destruction is

madame clapkinclapain paris perrinpeninpen in 19521932 ppap 322326322 326
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the punishment reserved for those who persist in striving solely
for personal gain

to illustrate the manner in which the secret life works let
us examine the life of three characters in la vie secrete they
are inhabitants of the village of montaigut in the haute ga
ronne noemi peyrollesceyrollesPeyrolles a wealthy middle aged spinster was
outwardly austere and unyielding inwardly she was passionate-
ly attached to her struggling young nephew the illegitimate
son of her brother although she had paid for part of her
nephew s education she had refused to have any social contact
with him now he came to her as a poor young doctor who
needed money for his tubercular mistress who was expecting
a child he had been too poor to marry her in order to help
him financially and gain his affection noemi had to overcome
the jealousy she felt toward the other woman and renounce
her narrow religious and moral views after a struggle she
yielded to the call of her heart and gained great joy

M taffin the benign village priest was inwardly tormented
by solitude his loneliness was relieved by worshippingworshipping a local
saint whom he imagined to be a beautiful woman pouring out
her love to him when a noted hagiographer declared this local
saint as unworthy of sainthood the weak faith of M taffin
gave way completely and he determined to leave the priest-
hood before he could carry out his intention however he was
called to bring spiritual comfort to some suffering parishioners
he became more clearly aware of his responsibilities toward
others and the comfort that he could bring them even though
he did not have a strong faith himself he decided to remain in
his post

M lethoisLe thois a middle aged recluse had spent years secretly
observing the habits of ants in the hope of gaining prestige and
wealth as a scientist but a fatal illness carried him away before
he could finish his research the reward of his selfishness was
suffering and death

the phenomenon of the secret life in interrelated with
solitude and suffering which hold estaunieestauni6Estaunie s attention in later
novels solitude results from the passionate attachment of a
person to an activity or more commonly to a person whom
he desires to possess completely pierre jauffrelin the hero of
les jauffrelin a part of the trilogy solitudes loved his

wife in such a way
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aimer n est pas seulementseulement se sentir soulevesoulev6 par ie desir
d une femme ce n est pas uniquementuniquement avoiraloiravoiraloir robFob1 obsessionfobsessionsession de ses
ivreslevresclevres et la hantisesantise de son corps c est possederposs6derpos seder lelesiess penseespendees
qui fleurissentfleurissent en elle et les images de ses songesbonges c est la
cherchant dans ses yeuxbeux s y retrouver comme dans un miroir
sans cesser pourtantpourtant de 11 y apercevoir 12

such a possessive and selfish love made pierre feel completely
alone he saw his wife s face as an impenetrable mask conceal-
ing feelings and thoughts which he would never know

some of estaunieestauni6Estaunie s characters are able to escape the anguish
of solitude they must renounce possessive love and think only
of giving

Ssilsiislill11 ramourfamourdamourFa1 amourmour fabrique du bonheur ce n I1 est jamaesjamais pour
luilul malsmaismaismals seulementseulement pour I11 autre 11II ne prend rien il11 donne
tout J ai souventsolvent imagine qu on pouvait almeraimerllmeraimerilmer un etre deses
perementp6r6mentcerementperement sans presqueprisque I11 approcher sans parboisparfois qu illl11

ie1eae sousouponnesoupconnesoupennesoupponneconne qui saitsaltsiltslit si un grand amour muetbuet n est pas
la plus belle fleur qui ait jamaesjamais pareparg une imeameame humaine
qui saltsailsalisait auselausslaussiabssi quelle ivresseivresse intimeantime peutbeut sortir d un tel sacrifsaarifsacrificeice
ouoi rienrien n a ete sacrifie que sotsoisol m6memamememe1313

the love of M baslevrebasl&vreBaslbasievre the protagonist of LasL lascensionascensioncension de M
basiBaslbaylbaslvrebaslevreeureevrevreure for claire gros was both spiritual and physical since
claire was married to another the physical expression of love
would have been selfish and immoral M baslevrebasl&vreBaslbasievre was able to
overcome his physical lust and his jealousy toward claire s hus-
band he contented himself by serving her since their love
became entirely spiritual it could not be destroyed by death
after her demise her invisible presence accompanied M
baslevrebasl&vreBaslbasievre everywhere advising and directing him

estauni6estaunieEstaunie s characters all suffer from solitude he focuses
his attention upon the suffering caused by solitude inin lappel
de la route three friends gathered in a cafe after the first
world war they discussed the problem of suffering one
claimed that it was unjust another insisted that it was incom-
prehensible and the third asertedalerted that it was merely not under-
stood in order to illustrate his contention each friend told a
story but the three stories concerned the same people and the
same events without knowing it each friend had been witness
to a different phase of the same chain of events the third

solitudes paris peninperrinpen in 1917 p 211
lafpafcensionlascensionLAscension de M baslevrebaspvrebasiBaslevre paris perrinpeninpen in 1919 p 181
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story concluded with an exposition concerning the effect of
suffering on human lives it detaches people from the life
which they know and focuses their attention upon the more
important life beyond the grave thus suffering itself is the
11 call of the way it called the characters from their egocentric
earthly life to a greater spiritual life beyond

in the spiritual period destiny is a transcendent force
logical and implacable it is external however and independent
of the will and psychological proclivities of the characters it
influences them inin their thoughts and actions but it does not
take their free agency from them noenoemimi one of the characters
of les chaseschoses vrientvoient was a young woman who lived in the
house of her employemployeref marcel clerabaultc16rabaultCleracierabaultbauit and kept his ac-
counts her desperate love for this middle aged man was of no
avail he had made up his mind to marry another young woman
noemi felt certain there must be some way to change disaster
to triumph following a hunch she took a pile of old letters
out of the kitchen cupboard they had been written by marcel s

deceased wife to her lover upon a sudden inspiration noemi
changed the date of one of the letters so that it would appear
as if written by marcel s present fiancee who had the same
name as his deceased wife noemi s actions abetted by the
invisbleinvisible force of destiny set off a chain reaction of violence and
death which was not expiated until the third generation

fate may also insinuate itself into the life of a character
in direct opposition to his conscious desires but not perhaps in
opposition to his subconscious desires jean pesnel the protag-
onist of le labyrinthslabyrinthe struggled in vain to pay off the debts
of his deceased father A miserly aunt died since she had left
no will her fortune went by default to jean the nearest rela-
tive he repaid the creditors joyously satisfying his wounded
pride but he was uneasy in his aunt s mansion he felt the
presence of her hostile spirit one night in looking through
some old books he found a holograph will written by his aunt
on a slip of paper she had left her entire fortune to her private
maid alice de vaubajour he visited alice and finding her
beautiful in spirit and in body he married her and gave her the
legal right to his fortune in this way he hoped to assuage his
guilty conscience but the deep love that united the two was
marred by jean s selfish calculation although he eventually
told her of the existence of the will he could not efface in her
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the suspicions that he had aroused in trying to conceal the
truth the lovers wandered in a perpetual labyrinth of anxiety
and doubt

for estauni6estaunieEstaunie the past is a spiritual force as well it resurges
in the lives of the characters to establish justice and bring
retribution noemino6minoami peyrollesceyrollesPeyrolles brother oscar had left home to
lead a dissolute life his mistress became pregnant but oscar s
father refused to permit the marriage or succor the expectant
mother noemi however sent money secretly and continued to
support partially the illegitimate nephew marc as he grew
to maturity she never permitted him to visit her however for
she felt that he did not belong to her social class by dint of
hard work he became a doctor but was too poor to marry the
woman he loved his mistress became pregnant and at the
same time was suffering from tuberculosis marc appealed to
his aunt for aid she was now a lonely middle aged spinster who
craved his constant presence yet her moral and religious
scruples would not permit her to help him

ilsUslis noemi et marc s etaient6taient levesieves ilsUslis cricrlcrialentcriaientalent iele
passepass6passa en mimememe temps ilslis tendtendalenttendaientalent les poingsboings vers lui
comme s ilit venaitbenait d entrerenterer et c etait6taitewait vralaralvraiarai qu illl11 etait6taitewait ak1kla temoin
tragiquetragique revenureveau aa vingtvinat ans de distance et sans changement
etaitbetait ce marc ou son perepare qui revendiquaitrevendiqualt ainsiaiesi la liberte
d6pouserd epouserespouser sa maitressemai tresse lequellaquel des deuxbeux invoquait icilct ie droit
de renFen1 enfantfenfantbenfantfant rien n avalt change nini la piecepike oaou ils parlaient
nini ie costume noirnoir de milewemlle peyrollesceyrollesPeyrolles nini meme les personnagespersonnages
celle ci aa peine blanchie marc sisi parellpareli au mort qu illl11 semblaitsemblantsemb lait
celuicelii clci rajeuniraj euni

fr6missantefremissante milemlle peyrollesceyrollesPeyrolles retomba sur sa chaise qu il11

y eutecitecat dans ce retour une justice souverainesouveraine qu apraarapresaaress avoiraloir
tant fait souffr1rsouffrirsouffrsouffrinir elle souffritsouffrsouffrinit a son tour par les mimesmemes
moyens cela ne la frappaitfrappartfrappait pas 14

noemi had to sacrifice her moral convictions and acknowledge
in her heart the injustice of her former attitude only by doing
this and by giving her nephew the money which he needed did
she gain the peace and joy which she craved

As we have seen the spiritual novels presuppose the exist-
ence of spiritual phenomena which impinge upon the lives of
the characters without depriving them of their free agency
noemi peyrollesceyrollesPeyrolles and M baslevrebasl&vreBaslbasievre freely chose to sacrifice
themselves for the benefit of others just as M lethois and

laL vie secrete p 265263
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pierre jauffrelin deliberately chose to remain selfish the ac-
tions of the characters are rewarded or punished according to
transcendent spiritual laws thus estaunieestauni6Estaunie as a novelist evolved
from a concept in which determinism in the form of heredity
and environment played a major role in the characters lives
to a concept in which free agency against a backdrop of spirit-
ual laws and forces functioned to determine the characters
destiny
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RICHARDS HENRY W A reply to the church of the first

born of the falnessfulness of times salt lake city utah deseret
news press 1965 159 ppap

the writing of this book was undertaken by mr richards in
acceptance of a challenge in an open letter by mr stephen M
silver to bring your doctrine forth in a manly way that it might
be put to the test it seems that mr silver whose parents
were neighbors to mr richards had left the LDS church and
joined the church of the firstbornFirstborn of the fulnessfalness of times mr
richards who was fond of his neighbors was eager to bring
young mr silver back into the church he told stephen s

mother that he had found enough proof and information to
prove the doctrine of the church of the firstbornFirstborn incorrect mr
silver stated that he at first thought to write privately to mr
richards but believing that their lectorselectorslec tors would be equally
interested in mr richards findings decided to write this
open letter

in the introduction to the book it isis made clear that the
main problem of controversy is priesthood govermentgovernmentGoverment
who s got the keys and who doesndoean t

it isis pointed out that the lebaron movement maintains
that there are two offices higher than the first presidency of
the church the president of the high priesthood of the
church an office of the melchizedek priesthood and the
presiding patriarch of the church an office in the aaron-
ic priesthood and that the authority of the highest office
was given by john the beloved to joseph smith who con-
ferred it upon benjamin johnson who conferred it upon
his grandson alma dayer lebaron who conferred it
upon his son joel F lebaron the second highest office
according to the lebaron group was handed down to mar-
garito bautista without a break in authority

all prophets of the LDS church down to and including
joseph F smith are accepted by the lebaronitesLeBaronites and both
churches accept the fourgourour standard works of the LDS church
the lebaron group also accepts the teachings of the prophet
joseph smith by joseph fielding smith in addition they also

so80
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acknowledge their own booklet priesthood expounded pub-
lished in august 1956 and their periodical ensign as being
official in addition to using the two abovementionedabove mentioned publica-
tions mr richards also obtained information concerning the
church of the firstbornFirstborn of the fulnessfalness of times from tape
recorded interviews with the leaders of their church

mr richards first chapter deals with the founding and or-
ganization of the church of the firstbornFirstborn of the fulnessfalness of
times in some detail giving also their articles of incorporation
chapters two and three deal with the lebaroniteLeBaronite claims to
having two priesthood offices higher than that of president of
the church mr richards brings out the fact admitted by the
lebaroniteLeBaronite leaders that there is no written evidence that ben-
jamin johnson was ever ordained to be president of the high
priesthood mr richards also points out that nowhere in LDS
literature is there any evidence that the patriarchal office is

higher than the office of president of the church nor is there
any evidence that the office bestowed by john the baptist had
any patriarchal authority whatsoever another major problem
discussed is whether the apostleship is a priesthood or an office
and whether apostles have the authority to ordain other apostles
or not

because the lebaron group claims to have received all of
their authority from benjamin johnson his writings are used
by mr richards to show that joseph smith gave all the keys
and powers bestowed upon me to the twelve apostles and
that after the prophet s death brigham young became israel s

great leader a prophet seer and revelator to the church in all
the world holding every key of priesthood and power per-
taining to the kingdom of god on the earth and the salvation
for the dead

sundry matters are next taken up in a series of thirty five
questions to stephen silver in which mr richards seeks an
answer to what he considers certain false teachings and state-
ments of the lebaronitesLeBaronites one of these is the claim by william
tucker that joel F lebaron is the one mighty and strong
dacd&c 857 when joel F lebaron had personally told mr
richards that his father alma dayer lebaron was the one
mighty and strong

the author concludes his work by pointing out that both
alma dayer lebaron and wife maude lebaron who had been
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excommunicated from the church on grounds of adultery had
written to president heber J grant mrs lebaron having
written on three different occasions the first time in july 1926
and the third time in feb 1942 asking for forgiveness and
readmission into the church mr richards poses the question
of why they would do this if they knew that heber J grant
had no authority and that alma dayer lebaron himself claimed
to have the highest priesthood authority on earth

there are two rather unimportant yet quite noticeable
errors in the book on page twenty three mr richards has
confused the publication date of the documentary history of
the church published in 1902 with that of the comprehensive
history of the church first published serially in americana
magazine from 190919151909 1915 and first published in book form in
1930 ordinarily this would nullify a point made by mr rich-
ards but he needs only to replace his reference from vol 1I
page 271 of the comprehensive history of the church to vol
1I page 243 of the documentary history of the church in order
to make his point equally valid on page 129 of the book
dacd&c 139 should read dac 130

mr richards did a tremendous amount of research both in
the scriptures and inin the beliefs and history of the lebaroniteLeBaronite
church in order to write his book yet his book does not pur-
port to be a history of the church of the firstbornFirstborn of the ful
ness of times if one desires a background inin this subject in
addition to mr richards book he could profitably read
origins and development of the church of the firstbornFirst born of the
falnessfulness of times a master s thesis at BYU by lyle 0 wright

it is the reviewer s opinion that mr richards has done a
very capable job in performing the task that he set out to do

russell R rich
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REYNOLDS GEORGE AND JANNE M SJODAHL comment-
ary on the pearl of great price compiler philip C reynolds
salt lake city 1965 391 ppap

according to harold lundstrom musicmusic editor of the
deseret news this commentary isis the result of combining the
heretofore unpublished testimonies observations research and
sound doctrine observations of george reynolds who was the
father of the compiler philip C reynolds and janne M sjo-
dahl father in law of the compiler reynolds and sjodahl are
well known in mormon circles for their previous commentaries
on the book of mormon and the doctrine and covenants in
this work their independent notes are seemingly combined no
individual authority isis established to give a verse by verse
commentary on the book of moses and the first four chapters
of the book of abraham unfortunately no commentary is
given on abraham 5 other than a reference back to the com-
mentary on moses chapter 3 nor is a commentary provided
for matthew chapter 24 joseph smith 1I joseph smith s story
joseph smith 11II or the articles of faith

the compiler has also included a rather lengthy introduc-
tory essay of seventy four pages entitled Is continuous revela-
tion necessary or was joseph smith a prophet of god this
introduction while interesting and in the viewview of the reviewer
basic as an approach to the pearl of great price might have
been somewhat shortened and still have answered the two
questions propounded inin the title appended to the comment-
ary on the book of abraham appp 322367322 367 is a reprint of
george reynolds the seed of abraham or are we of israel
which was first published in the pamphlet form in 1879 and
an article on the symbolism of the great pyramid which
is now out of date A nine page index concludes the volume

the mainmalnmainmaln value of this work is the verse by verse com-
mentary on the eight chapters of the book of moses and the
first four chapters of the book of abraham no previous verse
by verse commentary on the pearl of great price has been pub-
lished the commentary seems to draw heavily on sjodahlsjodahl s

acquaintance with the standard bible commentaries of his time
his access to hebrew as a source of insight into disputed pas-
sages and on the ready acquaintance of both authors with the
book of mormon and doctrine and covenants from their pre-
vious works
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the commentary will be valuable for suggested insights
into many verses inin the pearl of great price which normally
come up for discussion in classes and study groups on the
pearl of great price reynolds and sjodahl have some interest-
ing insights into such problems as the identity of the giants men-
tioned in moses 715 the meaning of moses 655 children
are conceived in sin the cain and abel story moses 5

especially moses 523 thou shaltshallshait rule over him and many
others A refreshing feature of the commentary to the reviewer
was the authors insights because of their familiarity with the
meaning of hebrew texts that form the backdrop for the pearl
of great price

james R clarkdarkoark
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BRUCE B CLARK AND ROBERT K THOMAS out of the
best books vol 1I salt lake city deseret book company
1964 485 ppap 2952.95295

nearly all thinking persons agree that american education
needs moremore humanistic training the relief society has long ago
recognized our present need in this regard this organization
has therefore given literary lessons to its members for many
years indeed fortunate were members of the relief society
and hence the membership of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints when two brigham young university english
professors bruce B clarkdarkoark and robert K thomas werecomwere com-
missioned to produce a text that could serve as the basis for
their literary studies

the title out of the best books reminds us at once of
a statement in the doctrine and covenants that reflects the
well established belief of latter day saints sincesince 1830 that all
men need general education and cultural elevation the sub-
title an anthology of literature is too modest A text that
can boast an introduction as scholarly as helpful and as easily
understood as that written by professor thomas is more than
an anthology or collection of pieces of literature A further
modifier of the title volume I1 foreshadowsforeshadows other volumes
to follow in a systematic series

the main concern of volume I1 is said to be the in-
dividual and human values which professor clarkdarkoark divides
into faith in god and man right and wrong attitudes
11 god versus evil the place of suffering in life and
facing death with this careful and logical arrangement of

values a good course of study based on out of the best
books will make the students realize that all that can be called
literature prose as well as poetry deals with life s values rather
than with life s happenings only

A discussion follows each literary selection which con-
tains pertinent data concerning the author specific qualities of
the work being analyzed relative quality of the author s works
stylistic characteristics of the author under discussion and
makes a helpful comparison with other well known at times
famous writers

in such discussions dr clark has probably wrought
better than he knows tenaciously he holds to human values
and discusses the various techniques of writing very little some
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times not at all this is noteworthy since to date too many
commentaries on literature discuss too much the part played
by form and that not infrequently at the expense of that
played by content

if those who lead groups of students through a study of
literature at the hand of professor clarkdarkoark apply the analytical
philosophy of professor thomas given at the beginning of out
of the best books the students will find their perception of
beauty sharpened and their commitment to ennobling principles
of living strengthened students who study literature inspired by
this monumental work will never again be content with a
superficial analysis or the mere reading stories approach to
literature whatever success this text may reap eventually its
pair of authors will have earned all of that and more

gerrit de jong jr
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FRANK B SALISBURY truth by reason and by reveiRevelredelrevelationrevelatioarioatioarlon
salt lake city deseret book co 1965 ppap 350 4504.50450

this book upon the much abused subject of the conflict
between science and religion gives real insight into how one
man a deeply convinced latter day saint and a recognized
scientist in the field of biology has dealt with the conflict As
the title indicates dr salisbury recognizes two channels to
truth reason which he equates with the scientific method of
experience and logic and revelation from god which he treats
as including the standard works of the church and personal
testimony he accepts both sources as valid recognizes that
there are real conflicts between the present scientific under-
standing of the world and the teachings of mormonism and
identifies as one factor in the conflict that the scientist has not
yet learned to accept the validity of revelation his own avowed
purpose in writing the book is to give my fellow scientist as
well as the student grounds for faith and reason to believe that
the gospel has been restored

the book s first and best section deals briefly with the two
different approaches to truth and the limitations of both dr
salisbury presents a good discussion of the unique epistemologi-
cal foundations of the mormon position and shows evidence
of careful thinking in answering the casual objections whereby
the skeptic usually wholly dismisses the possibility of knowledge
by revelation he seems to recognize that the ultimate sources
of the conflict are indeed epistemological and metaphysical
a natural versus a theistic approach toward the questions of
the universe each equally based upon faith in certain assump-
tions he does point out that if mormonism s claims are true
it is possible to attain a certainty upon fundamental questions
by revelation whereas by the inductive methods of science one
is limited to arriving at only an increasing probability that any
current interpretation of facts is the correct one

the second section of the book is an attempt to analyze
certain problems between science and religion especially that of
evolution versus creation beginning with a commendable
brief discussion of miracles which ably fields hume s classic
objection the section continues with a little of everything from
biological and theological exposition and a word of wisdom
discussion to open and avowed speculation upon subjects as
diverse as how eve was created from adam s rib and how
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flying saucers may figure in the eschatological picture there
is a good treatment of the theory of evolution and certain of
its strengths and weaknesses from a scientific viewpoint dr
salisbury disappointingly makes an attempt to solve the prob-
lem by reconciling both viewpoints with the usual result of a
picture that is scientifically disquieting without being theologi-
cally satisfying while defending strongly the doctrine of an
anthropomorphic god in whose bodily image man was created
and even urging the doctrine of adam s supervising the whole
creation process as an embodied being the author seems to
want to hold the door open to darwinian evolution s being
possibly the creative process whereby the species that god and
adam already represented was brought by them into existence
nor does he ever really come to grips with the problem of the
fall or of the paradisiacal condition of the earth to which it
is to be renewed by the redemption

however his treatment of the theory of evolution its as-
sumptions and problems is honest and lucid and perhaps the
fairest yet given in a latter day saint publication this together
with its epistemological approach to the problems and its
recognition of many usually hidden assumptions behind the
problems keeps the book from being just one more attempt to
show that mormonism is really scientific after all

F K nielsen
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WILLIAM R FARMER the synoptic problem new york

macmillan co 196430819645081964 308508 ppap 100010.001000

although the subtitle promises a critical analysis professor
farmer devotes the bulk of his space to a history of scholarship
on the synoptic question the book is noteworthy therefore as
a challenge to the establishment which maintains the priority
of mark and assumes document Q to explain correlations of
matthew and luke rather than as a work which proves its
point the latter as a matter of record was not really intended
appp xi 233 whether from discretion or simply lack of evi-
dence be that as it may the heart of the book is chapter VI
which emerges as an oasis of concise persuasiveness clear
verbal interrelationships of matthew mark and luke rule out
all possible sequences but six setting aside hypothetical sources

a decision that relegates matthew s logia of jesus noted by
papiascapias to this category after this point farmer is best on
reasons that establish the priority of matthew to luke eg
matthew s jewishness as most primitive luke s intention in his
preface to revise the existing narrative and the unamiousunamious
testimony of the church fathers that matthew was written be-
fore the other canonical gospels p 224 it is hard to see
why these same reasons do not compel farmer to add mark
after matthew in sequence before luke but his cause is de-
fending the theory of mark as the redactor of matthew and
luke

while farmer is considered perverse in such analysis by
many with standard synoptic convictions he adds another great
dissent claiming a widespread mandate of colleagues I1 to
have the synoptic problem reopened p xi that his methods
have injected greater certainty into the question is not likely
in view of the thin presentation of his own thesis combined
with admission of ambiguous phenomena p 219 intrinsic
11 unresolved questions p 253 and realization that statistical
patterns cannot be wholly expected from spontaneous authors
p 217 farmer s contention that alternative explanations are

possible to the usual synoptic analysis is also true of his own
solution in the long run the work may stand as evidence of

89
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the inconclusiveness of the literary analysis which it emphasizes
and foreshadow a return to the historical techniques which it
adopts to establish the chronological priority of matthew to
luke
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DONALD GUTHRIE new testament introduction the
gospels and acts chicago inter varsity press 1965 380 pages
5955.95595

the final volume of guthrie s trilogy reviewing the entire
new testament is welcomed by many who have come to ap-
preciatepreciate the british professor s wide grasp of secondary litera-
ture and gift for lucid expression an introduction to the
new testament may be a technical work for the specialist or
a survey of the field guthrie fits the latter category but his
lack of superficiality dictates review it is characteristic of this
age of literary saturation that the author has adopted the biblio-
graphical approach to his subject of treating issues in terms of
modern proponents of various theories consequently a treat-
ment of a new testament book in guthrie reads like a well
written law case citing criticizing and distinguishing its
authorities this can result in the false impression that answers
are to be found through books about the new testament in-
stead of through the primary evidence of the new testament
and the early christian period on the other hand this ap-
proach is particularly helpful in dispelling any illusions which
persist concerning a supposed consensus of new testament
experts

while generally conservative in his own conclusions
guthrie is unerringly fair to all points of view and faithfully
records strengths and weaknesses of every position including
his own his methods are characterized by a suspicion of a
priori assumptions a cautious respect for ancient testimony

see ppap 1956195 6 as superior to inconclusive literary analysis
and a disdain of the probative value of recurrent arguments
from silence he is candid enough to label theories as such on
the basis of evidence and in the face of professional popularity
all this is not to argue perfection for the author this final
volume is too quick to identify matthew s logialogaeogaeora with the present
gospel goodspeed s matthew apostle and evangelist 1959
contending that matthew is certainly the gospel s author is
not discussed and failure to mention the most cogent of his
arguments is a glaring omission one would also expect to find
in a competent introduction the citations to actual evidence on
the theophilus question rather than footnotingfootnoting of merely
secondary discussions but on the whole guthrie is a competent
up to date and reasonably comprehensive analyst of the author-
ship and background of new testament literature
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